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ABSTRACT 

 

 In this dissertation, a materials processing method to prepare high surface area solid 

oxide fuel cell (SOFC) scaffolds at traditional sintering temperatures (1000ºC–1400ºC) 

was developed. We named this method “in situ carbon templating” and have used it to 

improve the performance of SOFC electrodes.  

There are two key differences between the in situ carbon templating and the 

traditional SOFC scaffold fabrication methods. First, the traditional method uses mixtures 

of metal oxides and carbon pore formers while in situ carbon templating uses hybrid 

materials. Second, in the traditional method, green scaffolds are sintered directly in air 

while, in the in situ carbon templating method, sintering is undertaken under inert 

atmospheres followed by calcination in air at low temperatures (~700ºC). In the traditional 

method, the carbon pore formers are oxidized away at ~900ºC which leaves the metal oxide 

particles with nothing to keep them apart. In the in situ carbon templating method, however, 

the organic component of the hybrid material is pyrolyzed during sintering under inert 

atmospheres which leaves behind an amorphous carbon template. This carbon template 

remains throughout the entire sintering period which keeps the metal oxide particles apart. 

This carbon template is removed  by a subsequent calcination in air which takes a place at 

a temperature too low to cause significant material coarsening.  

Many high surface area SOFC materials were prepared including yttria-stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ, Zr0.92Y0.16O2.08), gadolinia doped ceria (GDC, Gd1-xCexO2), samaria doped 

ceria (SDC, Sm1-xCexO2), lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF, La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3), 

and strontium titanate (STO, SrTiO3). In all cases, the surface area of the materials prepared 
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via in situ carbon templating were at least 40 times higher than those prepared via 

traditional methods. 

The impact of incorporating high surface area materials into SOFC electrodes 

through in situ carbon templating was also assessed. Thus far, incorporating high surface 

area YSZ into SOFC cathodes reduced the non-ohmic resistance by ~40% at 550ºC. In the 

future, more experiments will be conducted to assess whether further electrode 

performance improvements could be achieved with various SOFC electrodes.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
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1.1. Motivation 

The worldwide energy requirements have more than doubled over the last 40 years.1 

The primary cause for this development is the population growth which almost doubled 

over the same period.1 In addition, the rise in living standards has increased the energy 

demand in many emerging economies.1 This rise in living standards is projected to continue 

with countries like China and India expected to double their energy demand over the next 

25 years.1 Fossil fuels supply 80 % of today’s energy 1 and, thus, it is necessary to develop 

technologies which efficiently produce energy from fossil fuels.  

Fuel cells are more efficient that heat engines that are typically used to generate 

energy from fossil fuels.2 Fuel cells directly convert the chemical energy from fuels into 

electrical energy with less energy losses than heat engines, making the former more 

efficient.2 Among all the fuel cell technologies, solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are the most 

efficient mainly due to their solid-state architectures and high operating temperatures.3 In 

addition to being efficient, SOFCs are modular and can be scaled into systems of different 

capacities.4  

However, high operational temperatures increase the cost of SOFC systems as they 

require expensive thermal tolerant materials. In addition, high temperatures exacerbate 

material degradation, lowering the systems lifetime. Thus, it is necessary to lower the 

SOFC operational temperature (from >750ºC to <650ºC) which would increase the systems 

lifetime and enable the use of low-cost materials.3 In order for low temperature SOFCs 

(LT-SOFC) to succeed, however, they will need to circumvent the slow electrode kinetics 

and low charge carrier conductivity observed at <650ºC. Two of the most effective ways 
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to achieve this are: 1) enhancing the density of electrochemically active sites in electrodes 

and 2) developing new material sets with higher electrocatalytic activities. 

The density of active sites  can be enhanced by utilizing electrodes with smaller 

particles. For instance, researchers have shown that using 10 nm particles would limit the 

area specific resistance of a Ni-YSZ (Ni-Zr0.92Y0.16O2.08) anode to 0.1 Ω·cm2 even at 

500ºC.5 Thus, it is critical to develop materials processing methods to prepare high surface 

area SOFC materials and the Gross research group has developed one such method, the “in 

situ carbon templating method”. As will be further described, we have used this method to 

prepare several high surface area materials and improve SOFC electrode performance.  

 

1.2. In Situ Carbon Templating Method Description 

Solid oxide fuel cell electrodes comprise porous mixed-metal-oxide ceramic 

scaffolds.6-9 Figure 1.1 shows a typical scaffold comprising porous YSZ (Zr0.92Y0.16O2.08). 

This porous scaffold was processed with the traditional method of sintering in air to high 

temperatures (1100°C-1600°C) which results in very low surface areas: 0.1-1 m2·g-1.10-28 

The surfaces of scaffolds like this one are often decorated with electrocatalytic particles to 

impart electrochemical activity, and significant efforts have focused on increasing the 

surface area of these particles.29-44  

However, research has shown that the surface area of particles coating the scaffold 

decreases with time until it approaches that of the scaffold, and a concomitant decrease in 

performance is observed.28 Ultimately, the scaffold surface area dictates performance. 
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Thus, achieving high performance of SOFC devices will necessitate high surface area 

scaffolds.45  

 

Figure 1.1: SEM image of a solid oxide fuel cell scaffold. 

 

Increasing the surface area of scaffolds is challenging because they are sintered at 

high temperatures: 1000°C-1600°C. Some researchers have enhanced scaffolds surface 

area by dissolution and precipitation of the scaffold surface in hydrofluoric acid post 

traditional sintering, achieving 2 m2·g-1, and others have avoided high temperatures 

altogether by using complex deposition techniques, achieving 20 m2·g-1.46-49 Using the in 

situ carbon templating approach reported here, we have achieved 80 m2·g-1 by thermally 

processing hybrid inorganic-organic materials in inert atmospheres at traditional high 

temperatures: 1100°C-1600°C (Figure 1.2).  

The processing steps for traditional sintering and in situ carbon templating methods 

are schematically compared in Figure 1.3, and the resulting scaffold structures are 

compared in Figure 1.4. With the in situ carbon templating approach, the organic 

Porous  

YSZ  

Ceramic  

Scaffold 
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component of the hybrid material decomposes upon sintering in an inert atmosphere, 

leaving behind carbon. The carbon formed in situ serves as a hard template, reducing the 

degree of ceramic particle coarsening. After sintering, the carbon template is removed by 

heating in air at 700°C, leaving behind a porous, high surface area ceramic scaffold.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Scaffold processing comparison. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Comparison of the traditional sintering and the in situ carbon templating 

methods. 
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In this research, we studied three types of hybrid materials: propylene oxide gels, 

citric acid gels, and amorphous metal-organic frameworks. Table 1.1 summarizes the 

results obtained when these hybrid materials were used to prepare YSZ. As the table shows, 

high surface area YSZ with intended compositions was achieved in all three cases. In 

addition, the carbon template concentrations and the resulting surface areas were 

systematically controlled for each hybrid material type by varying the organic component 

concentration. These results indicate that not only can the in situ carbon templating 

approach be used to prepare high surface area materials, it can do so through multiple routes 

and can be controlled to target desired surface area ranges.    

 

Figure 1.4: SEM images of YSZ scaffolds processed by traditional sintering and in situ 

carbon templating methods. 

Table 1.1: High surface area YSZ derived from three types of hybrid materials. 

1 μm 1 μm

                  Traditional Sintering                              In situ Carbon Templating 

                          Organic Linker

0:1 2.25:1 4.5:1 1:1:1 10:10:1

10 44 82 40 85 24 39

14 46 68 49 80 37 48

Intended 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9

Actual 1:6.0 1:6.0 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:5.9 1:6.0 1:6.0

*Y:Zr molar ratios were determined by elemental analysis using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy.

Citric Acid Gel

Citric Acid:Ethylene Glycol:Metals 

Molar Ratio

Amorphous Metal-Organic FrameworkHybrid Material

Y:Zr        

Molar Ratio*

Carbon Template         

Amount (vol%)

Surface Area                    

(m
2
·g

-1
)

Glucose:Metals                 

Molar Ratio 
Change Carbon 

Template 

Concentration by:

Propylene Oxide Gel
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1.3. SOFC Operating Principles and Materials 

Solid oxide fuel cells are solid-state devices which operate on metal-oxide 

electrolytes and electrodes. As shown in Figure 1.5., SOFC electrolytes transport O2- ions 

from the cathode to the anode and can, theoretically, directly oxidize any oxidizable fuel. 

This property gives SOFCs the potential to operate on a variety of fuels including natural 

gas and hydrocarbons. The O2- ions are generated at the cathode through oxygen reduction: 

½ O2 + 2e- → O2- and these O2- ions are transported to the anode where they generate water 

via hydrogen oxidation: H2 + O2- → H2O + 2e- (Figure 1.5). 

Figure 1.5: Anode and cathode reactions for an SOFC operating on hydrogen. 

The electrolyte is simultaneously exposed to both reactions and, thus, successful 

long term SOFC operations require electrolytes with the following properties: 1) chemical 

stability under reducing and oxidizing conditions, 2) sufficient O2- ion conductivity, 3) low 

or no electron conductivity which forces electrons to flow through an external circuit, 4) 
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dense structure impenetrable by gases (reactants), and 5) mechanical compatibility 

(thermal expansion coefficients) with the rest of the fuel cell components.  

YSZ continues to be the most effective electrolyte for high temperature SOFCs 

(HT-SOFC). YSZ is extremely stable under reducing and oxidizing environments, 

possesses high O2- ion conductivity at high temperatures, and has no electron conductivity. 

However, the necessity to lower SOFC operational temperatures have driven many 

researchers to develop alternative electrolyte materials.5 Among these emerging 

electrolytes, ceria doped with gadolinia (GDC, Gd1-xCexO2) has attracted the most 

attention. This material has greater O2- ion conductivity than YSZ, but it also possesses 

some electronic conductivity which lowers the cell voltage.50 Hence, cells with doped ceria 

electrolytes often comprise thin layers of pure ion conducting materials such as YSZ at the 

anode-electrolyte interface to prevent electrons from transporting through the electrolyte.  

While electron conductivity is undesirable for electrolytes, it is a requirement for 

electrode materials. As shown in Figure 1.6., reactants (e.g: H2) need to flow through the 

electrode pores and reach active sites where they undergo reduction and oxidation 

reactions. These reactions involve both O2- ions and electrons which is why these active 

sites only exist at points where materials with ion and electron conductivities coexist. 

Hence, electrodes need to fulfill the following requirements: 1) porosity to allow gases to 

flow through the electrodes and reach active sites, 2) O2- ion conduction, 3) electron 

conduction, and 4) catalytic activity to promote the electrode reactions. The electron 

conduction and catalytic activity are often provided by the same material, implying that 

practically electrodes only need to fulfill three requirements. SOFC electrode active sites 
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only exist at points where all the three requirements are fulfilled which is why they are 

referred to as “three phase boundaries” (Figure 1.6).  

 

Figure 1.6: Illustration of a three phase boundary in an SOFC anode. 

Many SOFC systems use Ni-YSZ anodes. The nickel provides electron 

conductivity and H2 oxidation catalytic properties while the YSZ provides the O2- ion 

conductivity and mechanical compatibility with the YSZ electrolyte. Many other SOFC 

systems, especially those operating at low temperatures, use Ni-GDC anodes. These 

cermets have good ion and electron conductivities as well as good catalytic properties for 

H2 oxidation at low temperatures. In addition, ceria is a good catalyst for hydrocarbon 

oxidation which provides ceria-based anodes the potential to operate on hydrocarbon 
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fuels.50 Among other anode materials that researchers have considered, mixed ionic-

electronic conductors such as doped SrTiO3 and SrVO3 have attracted much attention. The 

electronic conductivity of these materials eliminates the need for metals (Ni, Cu, etc) and 

their ionic conductivity extends the three phase boundary throughout the entire anode.  

Unlike anodes which mostly rely on cermets, cathodes have relied on electron 

conducting perovskites for the past ~20 years. Among these types of perovskites, Sr doped 

LaMnO3 (La1-xSrxMnO3, LSM) has been used the most, despite being susceptible to some 

reaction with YSZ at high temperatures. LSM is a good electron conductor, possesses some 

ionic conductivity, and is a good electrocatalyst. However, the catalytic activity of LSM 

worsens at low temperatures (≤ 650ºC) and, for this reason, LT-SOFCs comprise 

perovskites with better catalytic properties such as La1-xSrxFeO3 (LSF), La1-xSrxCoO3 

(LSCo), and La1-xSrxCo1-yFeyO3 (LSCF).  

      It is evident that different SOFC systems require different materials and, hence, 

it is critical to develop a processing method that works for many of these materials. As will 

be described later, I have demonstrated that many high surface area SOFC materials can 

be prepared via in situ carbon templating. In addition, I have used this method to improve 

the electrochemical performance of various SOFC electrode systems.   

 

1.4. Materials and Electrochemical Characterization Techniques 

 The materials and solid oxide fuel cells prepared in this study were characterized 

using various analytical techniques. In this section, fundamental principles of each 

technique will be briefly described.  
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1.4.1. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)  

 Impedance spectroscopy measures the extent to which a circuit resists the flow of 

electrical current. This opposition to the flow of current results in voltage losses and fuel 

cells have two types of such losses: ohmic and non-ohmic. The ohmic losses are frequency-

independent and follow Ohm’s law (R =
E

I
, with R: resistance, E: voltage, and I: current). 

These losses are attributed to the conductivity of charge carriers in the electrodes and 

electrolyte. The non-ohmic losses, however, are frequency-dependent and cannot be 

determined via Ohm’s law.  

Impedance spectroscopy is used to measure both ohmic and non-ohmic losses by 

applying a sinusoidal voltage to a fuel cell and measuring the current response. Small 

voltage perturbation signals are normally used to ensure a pseudo-linear current response. 

In such a system, the sinusoidal current response will have the same frequency as the 

voltage perturbation, but with a shift in phase (Figure 1.7). The sinusoidal voltage 

perturbation as a function of time can be expressed as:  

E = Eo eiωt
          (1.1) 

and the sinusoidal current response as: 

I = Io ei(ωt−ϴ)
          (1.2) 

The ratio of the two gives the impedance expression as shown below:  

Z(ω) =
E

I
=

Eo eiωt

Io ei(ωt−ϴ) = Zoeiϴ = Zo(cosϴ + isinϴ)    (1.3) 
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Figure 1.7: Sinusoidal voltage perturbation and sinusoidal current response. 
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Equation (1.3) can be graphically represented by plotting the real part on the x-axis 

and the imaginary part on the y-axis. Such plots are commonly known as Nyquist or Cole-

Cole plots and the diameter of the semicircle along the x-axis provides the value of the 

non-ohmic impedance (R), Figure 1.8. Electrical circuits are often used to model systems 

being characterized. For instance, the Nyquist plot shown in Figure 1.8 is modeled by the 

electrical circuit shown in Figure 1.9.     

Figure 1.8: Nyquist plot showing frequency-dependent (non-ohmic) impedance. 

Figure 1.9: Equivalent circuit with one resistor (R) and one capacitor (C) in parallel. 

The equivalent circuit typically used to model fuel cells is shown in Figure 1.10. 

As the figure shows, the circuit has three parts, accounting for both the ohmic and non-
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ohmic processes that take place in all three components of the cell: the electrolyte and both 

electrodes. The frequency-independent (ohmic) processes are modeled by resistors as the 

electrical current flow through them regardless of the frequency. The frequency-dependent 

(non-ohmic) processes are modeled by a capacitor and a resistor in parallel. At low 

frequency ac current, the capacitor is filled with charge which blocks electrons from 

flowing through it. This forces the electrons to flow through the resistor. At high frequency 

ac current, however, the capacitor charges and discharges at a fast rate that no charge is 

accumulated which enables electrons to flow through it unimpeded. These two cases mark 

the borders of the semi-circles representing non-ohmic processes on a Nyquist plot and 

they are used to determine the value of the non-ohmic impedance.  

Ideally, the Nyquist plot of a fuel cell modeled by the circuit shown in Figure 1.10, 

comprises two semi-circles, representing non-ohmic losses that take place in both 

electrodes (Figure 1.11). However, these semi-circles often overlap, making it difficult to 

separate individual electrode contributions. Hence, practically, only total non-ohmic and 

ohmic impedance values can be determined from the Nyquist plots.   
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Figure 1.10: Equivalent circuit of a fuel cell. The circuit models ohmic and non-ohmic 

contributions for anode, electrolyte, and cathode.  

 

Figure 1.11: Typical Nyquist plot for a fuel cell showing both non-ohmic and ohmic 

impedance contributions.  
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1.4.2. Surface Area Measurements   

The surface area of all the materials prepared in this study were determined using 

the Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) theory. This theory is based on gas adsorption and 

it uses the properties of the gas molecules adsorbed on the surface of a material to determine 

its surface area. The BET theory assumes that when a material is exposed to an adsorptive 

gas, under controlled pressures, multiple layers of the gas molecules are adsorbed to the 

surface of the material. The theory also assumes that the same forces responsible for the 

condensation of gas molecules are also responsible for their binding. Hence, the rate of 

condensation of gas molecules onto an already adsorbed layer and the rate of evaporation 

of gas molecules from the same layer are equated and their summation for an infinite 

number of layers results in the following expression:   

Va =
VmCP

(Po−P)[1+(C−1)
P

Po
]
                      (1.4)     

where Va is the quantity of gas adsorbed at pressure P, Vm the quantity of gas adsorbed 

when the entire surface is covered with a monomolecular layer, Po the saturation pressure 

of the gas, and C a constant dependent upon the heat of gas adsorption and evaporation.  

Equation (4) can be rearranged into the following linear form:  

   
P

Va(Po−P)
=

1

VmC
+

C−1

VmC
(

P

Po
)    (1.5) 

The function, P/[Va(Po-P)] = f(P/Po), represented in equation (1.5) can be plotted, yielding 

a straight line whose y-intercept and slope are 1/VmC and (C-1)/VmC, respectively. By 

extrapolating both the y-intercept and slope from the plotted line, Vm can be calculated. 
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The calculated Vm value is then used to calculate the surface area (s) of the adsorbing 

material through the following equation:  

  s =
VmσNA

mVo
          (1.6) 

where σ is the mean area per adsorbed molecule, NA the Avogadro number (6.23× 1023 

molecules/mole), m the mass of the adsorbing material, and Vo the gas molar volume 

(22414 cm3). The surface areas obtained using equation (1.6) will be expressed in m2/g, 

but surface areas can also be expressed in volumetric units (m2/m3 or m-1).  

 

1.4.3. Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) 

In this study, powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) was used for phase identifications 

and crystallite size estimations. PXRD is generally used for structural determination of 

polycrystalline materials. In this technique, a beam of x-rays is diffracted by a crystalline 

material in different directions, but at angles that depend upon the distance between the 

material’s crystal planes (Figure 1.12). The diffracted x-ray intensity as a function of 

diffraction angles (2ϴ) can be plotted and used as a fingerprint to identify crystalline 

phases. Such plots are called PXRD spectra and they were used throughout this study for 

phase identification. 

The fundamental principle of x-ray diffraction is shown in Figure 1.12. The green 

circles represent atoms and can be viewed as forming different sets of planes. The 

horizontal dashed lines are used to illustrate the set of parallel and equidistant planes 

oriented to the incident x-ray beam. For any given set of planes to diffract the incident 
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beam, the following condition needs to be met: nλ = 2dsinϴ. This condition is known as 

the Bragg’s law and, when it is met, the scattered x-rays are in phase, resulting in 

constructive interferences. The intensity of these scattered x-rays is then recorded by a 

detector and appears as a peak in the PXRD spectrum. In the opposite case, when Bragg’s 

law is not met, the scattered x-rays are out of phase, resulting in destructive interference. 

When this happens, diffracted x-rays cannot be detected, and, therefore, no peaks are 

observed at these angles in the PXRD spectrum. Different crystalline materials will have 

different inter-planar distances and, thus, different PXRD spectra which makes PXRD a 

powerful phase identification technique.     

Figure 1.12: Illustration of Bragg’s law. The green circles represent atoms, the dashed lines 

one set of crystal planes, λ the X-ray wavelength, ϴ the diffraction angle, and d the inter-

planar distance.  

Powder x-ray diffraction can also be used to determine crystallites sizes (τ) using 

the Scherrer equation, shown below:  

τ =  
Kλ

βτcosϴ
                  (1.7)        

where K is the shape factor, which is typically 0.89, λ the x-ray wavelength, βτ the line 

broadening, and ϴ the diffraction angle. 
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1.4.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis  (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a technique with which the weight change of 

a material is measured as a function of temperature or time under a controlled atmosphere. 

Depending on the gas being purged through the balance, the created atmospheres can be 

inert (e.g: argon), oxidizing (e.g: air), or reducing (e.g: carbon monoxide). The weight 

change pattern obtained through TGA can be used to determine thermal properties as well 

as the composition of the analyzed materials. The composition can only be determined if 

the material contains volatile components which TGA can quantify. Throughout this study, 

TGA was used to determine carbon contents. Under oxidizing atmospheres, carbon was 

oxidized into CO2 which resulted in a weight loss at 600ºC – 700ºC. This weight loss was 

quantified with TGA and used to determine the carbon percent contents.  

 

1.4.5. Oxygen Fugacity Calculations 

Throughout this study, hybrid materials were sintered under controlled sintering 

atmospheres to generate carbon in situ. In one experiment, humidified hydrogen was used 

to introduce small amounts of oxygen into the sintering atmosphere. This was 

accomplished by flowing hydrogen through a water bubbler at 0ºC or 20ºC. This section 

briefly describes the calculations used to determine the oxygen fugacity contained in the 

various humidified hydrogen formulations studied in the experiment.   

The humidity percentages were determined based on the vapor pressure of water 

which is 0.023 atm at 20ºC and 0.006 atm at 0ºC.51 Pure hydrogen was flowed through a 

water bubbler at 20ºC or 0ºC and, thus, left the bubbler with 2.3% water vapor (20ºC) or 

0.6% water vapor (0ºC). This humidified hydrogen was then mixed with pure hydrogen to 
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reduce its water vapor content and reach the desired percentages: 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.3%, and 

2.3%. The flow rates used to achieve these water vapor percentages are provided in Table 

1.2.         

 

Table 1.2: Flow rates (in mL/min) used to produce the various humidified hydrogen 

formulations.  

  

The Gibbs free energy of water formation was used to calculate the amount of 

oxygen contained in each of the humidified hydrogen formulations at various temperatures. 

The Gibbs free energy of water vapor formation can be calculated with equation (1.8)          

∆G = ∆Go − RT ln (
PH2PO2

1
2⁄

PH2O
)      (1.8) 

considering the following water formation reaction: H2 + ½ O2 → H2O. This reaction 

indicates that both oxygen and oxygen are consumed to form H2O. Now, consider the 

following process through which oxygen is consumed: ½ O2 + 2ne- → nO2- + ½ (1-n) O2. 

The Gibbs free energy for this process is given by the following equation:  

∆G = ∆Go − RT ln (
PO2

1
2⁄

𝑃𝑂2

1
2⁄ (1−n)

)          (1.9)  

0.01% 0.03% 0.30% 2.30%

0.6% water vapor (0ºC) 13 38 46

2.3% water vapor (20ºC) 304 750

737 712

750 750 350 750

Humidified H2 

Target Humidity

Pure H2

Total Flow 
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Since ∆Go(O2) = 0, equation (1.9) can be simplified into the following:                 

              ∆G =
RT

2
ln (

PO2

(1−n)

PO2

)              

                    =
RT

2
ln (

Po

PO2

)       (1.10) 

where Po = PO2

(1−n)
 is the fugacity of oxygen that remained after water formation. 

Now, let call ∆G calculated with equation (1.8) G1 and that calculated with equation 

(1.10) G2. If G1 was calculated for PH2O = x and PO2
 = y, G2 also for PO2

= y, and G1 was 

equal to G2, then Po would be the amount of O2 in equilibrium with the produced water 

(PH2O = x). In our experiment, PH2O values were set equal to the humidity percentages of 

interest and G1 values at different temperatures were calculated via equation 1.8, using 

PH2
= 1-PH2O and PO2

= 0.21 (partial pressure of oxygen in air). The calculated G1 was then 

set equal to G2 and equation (1.10) was rearranged to allow Po calculation as following: 

G1 = G2 =
RT

2
ln (

Po

0.21
)      (=)      Po = 0.21 e2

G1
RT   (1.11) 

The oxygen fugacities calculated using equation (1.11) for the humidities and temperatures 

used in this study are shown in Table 1.3.  
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Table 1.3: Oxygen fugacities (in atm) calculated for different temperatures and humidities.   

 

1.5. Dissertation Organization 

In this chapter, I have described the motivation and objectives of this dissertation. 

I have also described the in situ carbon templating processing method which the research 

reported here has focused on. In the chapter, I have also provided brief descriptions of 

SOFC operational principles as well as various characterization and analytical techniques 

used in this study. Chapter 2 focuses on improving the surface area of YSZ, one of the 

state-of-the-art SOFC materials, using propylene oxide (PO) hybrid materials. In the 

chapter that follows, the surface area of the same material is further improved using PO 

hybrid materials with glucose additives. In this chapter, it is emphasized that the surface 

area is correlated with the concentration of the organic component of the hybrid material. 

In chapter 4, the in situ carbon templating method is broadened on more SOFC and hybrid 

materials. In the chapter, four high surface area SOFC materials (YSZ, GDC, LSCF, and 

SrTiO3) are prepared using two types of hybrid materials, Citric Acid and PO-Glucose. The 

chapter also reports on electrochemical performance of SOFC electrodes incorporated with 

high surface area YSZ. Chapter 5 focuses on thermochemical stability of YSZ prepared via 

in situ carbon templating. In the chapter, four sintering atmospheres (Ar, N2, H2, and 
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humidified H2) are studied to assess their impact on impurity formation. The sintering 

atmosphere which mitigates impurity formation (N2) is used to incorporate YSZ 

nanoparticles into SOFC electrodes and the impact of this process on electrochemical 

performance is reported. Chapter 6 describes various approaches to improve the surface 

areas of SOFC electrodes via in situ carbon templating. Finally, chapter 7 describes the 

future works and conclusions of the studies performed in this dissertation.  
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Abstract 

Yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 8 mol% Y2O3) scaffolds, with surface areas up to 

68 m2/g, were prepared by sintering hybrid inorganic-organic propylene oxide (PO) gels in 

an argon atmosphere between 1050°C and 1350°C. During sintering, a hard carbon 

template forms in situ that preserves the scaffold nanomorphology. The carbon template is 

completely removed post-sinter by heating in air to 700°C. Surface areas of 24, 14, 3.2, 

and 2.4 m2/g were achieved for argon sintering  temperatures of 1050°C, 1150°C, 1250°C,  

and  1350°C,  respectively.  By adding glucose to the gel formulation, the amount of carbon 

template increases from 4 to 59 wt% and the surface area increases from 14 to 68 m2/g. 

Remarkably,  the  surface  area  only decreases to 59 m2/g upon heating to 900°C in air. 

This in situ carbon templating approach offers a flexible platform to create and preserve 

highly desirable surface areas and nanomorphologies while sintering at high temperatures. 

The utility of this approach to improve low-temperature solid oxide fuel cell electrode 

performance is discussed. 
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2.1. Introduction 

There is a major push to lower the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel cells 

(SOFCs).1–3 In doing so, performance degradation rates and cost would both decrease 

substantially. A key factor in improving low-temperature SOFC performance is to increase  

the density of electrochemically active sites in the porous ceramic electrodes.4–7 One of  the 

most effective ways to increase the density of active sites is to sinter porous ceramic 

scaffolds, typically an oxygen anion conductor, and coat their surface with electrocatalytic 

and electronically conducting particles.8–16 This affords unprecedented control over particle 

morphology because the coated particles are processed at temperatures hundreds of degrees 

lower than the scaffold sintering temperature. The result is a substantially larger surface 

area  and  much higher density of electrochemically active sites.  Another approach gaining 

traction is to dissolve a catalytic metal, such as nickel or platinum group metals, into a 

ceramic perovskite structure in a high-temperature oxidizing environment, for example, 

1200°C in air; then exsolve catalytic metal nanoparticles by a high-temperature reduction, 

for example, 900°C in hydrogen.17–20 A huge advantage to metal nanoparticle exsolution 

is that the process is reversible. Thus,  if the catalytic particles sinter over time, one can 

regenerate nanoparticles by re-dissolution of the metal into the ceramic and re-

exsolution with an oxidation-reduction cycle. 

While significant progress has been made in controlling catalyst deposition on 

a porous ceramic scaffold, it is surprising that little progress has been made to increase 

the surface area of the porous ceramic scaffold itself. In fact, the most common SOFC 

scaffold, a porous yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) film, typically has a surface area of 

0.2–0.5 m2/g.21–23 Increasing the porous scaffold surface area would directly increase 

the density of active sites in ceramic electrodes. Increasing surface area is challenging 
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- 

because scaffolds are sintered at high temperatures, 1100°C–1500°C. The few reports 

of realizing higher scaffold surface areas include scaffold surface dissolution with 

hydrofluoric acid postsinter and avoiding high temperatures altogether by using 

complex deposition techniques.24–26 

Here, we report a novel sintering method that creates and preserves YSZ 

scaffold surface areas up to 200 times higher than traditional methods via in situ carbon 

templating of  hybrid inorganic-organic propylene oxide (PO) gels. Importantly, the 

carbon template formed in situ can be removed under moderate heating in air. Similar 

carbon templating approaches have been reported recently; however, in those studies 

the hybrid materials were never heated above 600°C.27,28 In this work, the PO gels were 

sintered between 1150°C and 1350°C, realistic temperatures for SOFC electrode 

fabrication. The practical utility of this approach for low-temperature SOFC electrodes 

is discussed. 

 

2.2. Experimental Procedure 

Propylene oxide gels containing Zr and Y were prepared by dissolving ZrCl4 

(99.5+%; Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA) and Y(NO3)3 6H2O (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) in 

deionized water in a Y:Zr:H2O molar ratio of 1:5.75:650 under mechanically stirring. 

The Y:Zr molar ratio corresponds to YSZ with 8 mol % Y2O3. The magnetic stir bar 

was removed after the metal salts completely dissolved. Propylene oxide (≥ 99%; 

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was poured into the aqueous salt solution and the 

solution was gently stirred for a few seconds to initiate the gelation reaction. A 

translucent gel formed within a few minutes. Some PO gels were prepared with a 

glucose additive. In this case, glucose (≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved into 
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the metal salt solution prior to the addition of PO with a Y:glucose molar ratio of 1:30. 

All gels were aged under ambient conditions in a closed  container for 24 h. The aged 

gel was washed for three days in pure ethanol, with fresh ethanol exchanged every 24 

h. The wet gel was dried under ambient conditions in an open container for 3 days. 

The gel is considered a xerogel because it  was dried under ambient conditions. From 

this point on we  will refer to the propylene oxide gel as “PO xerogel”. PO xerogel 

was ground into powder and then pressed into 1 g cylindrical pellets with a diameter 

of 12 mm. Pellets were sintered in a tube furnace under flowing argon (99.998%; 

Airgas, Radnor, PA) at a ramp rate of 2°C/min to the sintering temperature, held for 

2 h, and cooled to ambient temperature at a rate of 2°C/min. For comparison, some 

samples were directly sintered in air using the same heating schedule. The sintering 

temperatures were 1050°C, 1150°C,  1250°C, and 1350°C. At this point, the  samples 

sintered in argon were black or very dark gray in color. Some sintered samples were 

subsequently heated in air at 700°C for 2 h and 900°C for 1 h. In both cases, the 

resulting pellet was white in color. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were 

collected with a Bruker D2 Phaser X-ray diffractometer (Billerica, MA) using CuKa 

radiation from a 2h value of  20° to 65°. The 2h increment was 0.01°, the time step 

was  0.1 s,  the stage was rotated at 1 revolution per minute, and the signal was 

summed over 15 consecutive scans to reduce signal noise. Reducing the signal noise 

was important in observing a small impurity peak in one instance. 

Carbon elemental analysis was completed with a Carlo Erba CHN analyzer  

(Lakewood, NJ). Approximately 5 mg of sample was placed in a tin capsule and 

combusted at 1100°C. The evolved gases were passed through a chromatographic 
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column and CO2 was detected by a thermal conductivity detector. Based on the amount 

of CO2 detected, a wt% of carbon in each sample was determined. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (SDT Q600; TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) 

was used to  investigate  the  oxidation  of free carbon and ZrC in xerogels sintered in 

argon. Samples were heated from ambient temperature to 1400°C at a ramp rate of 

10°C/min  in air flowing  at 100 mL/min. The weight of the samples was ~50 mg. 

Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) surface areas were obtained with a Tristar 

II 3020 surface area analyzer (Micromeritics, Norcross, GA). Prior to testing,  samples  

were degassed at 300°C for 2 h under flowing N2. Most surface area measurements 

used N2 adsorption at 77 K. Krypton adsorption at 77 K was used for samples with a 

surface area below 1 m2/g. All reported BET surface areas had a correlation coefficient 

of at least 0.9999. Pore volumes were estimated for a pore size range from 2 to 17 nm 

using DFT model software that came as standard load on the physical adsorption 

instrument. Scanning electron micrographs were obtained with a FEI Verios 460L 

FESEM (Hillsboro, OR). 

 

2.3. Results 

A schematic diagram comparing the traditional and in situ carbon templating 

sintering processes is shown in Figure 2.1. In  the traditional sintering method, YSZ 

particles are physically mixed with pore formers and binders or  ink  vehicles  and  then 

sintered directly in air. In this case, polymeric materials burn out around 300°C and 

graphitic materials combust around 800°C. Above 800°C the YSZ particles are all that 

remain during the sintering process. The key modification for in situ carbon templating 

is that  the entire PO xerogel sintering schedule is completed in an argon atmosphere. 
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In this case, the organic components undergo pyrolysis, leaving behind a carbon 

template. Based   on our TGA data, pyrolysis is completed by 550°C. Above 550°C the 

carbon template remains in the composite for the entirety of the YSZ sintering 

treatment. After the sintering step is complete, the carbon can be removed by 

combustion  in air at 650°C. Photographs of a PO xerogel pellet as pressed, sintered 

in argon at 1150°C,  and  subsequently heated to 700°C in air is shown in Figure 2.2. 

The black color of the pellet after sintering in argon is due to carbon which is removed 

upon oxidation at 700°C. 

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of traditional and in situ carbon templating 

approaches for YSZ scaffold fabrication.  

 

 

Figure 2.2: Photographs of PO xerogel pellet evolution with the in situ carbon 

templating approach. 
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2.3.1. X-ray Diffraction 

As-prepared PO xerogel XRD patterns, with and without glucose additive, 

showed no discernible peaks suggesting the material was amorphous. Figures 2.3(a) 

and (b) show XRD patterns for PO xerogels after sintering in argon for 2 h at 1050°C, 

1150°C, 1250°C, and 1350°C and for the PO xerogel with glucose after sintering in 

argon for 2 h at 1150°C. At 1050°C, a pure YSZ phase with  broad  peaks  is  observed. 

The lack of any carbon peaks suggests the carbon template is amorphous. As the argon 

sintering temperature is increased, the presence of a ZrC phase increases and the YSZ 

peak  widths decrease. The ZrC phase has been reported to form around 1200°C in 

argon29; however, a small  amount  of ZrC  is detected at 1150°C, which is clearly seen 

in Figure 2.3(b). For the PO xerogel with glucose additive, the YSZ peaks  are  much 

broader than all samples without glucose and a ZrC phase was observed.  

Figures 2.3(c) and (d) show XRD patterns of the PO xerogels after sintering in 

argon for 2 h and subsequently heating in air to 700°C for 2 h. In all cases, the ZrC 

phase  disappears. A pure YSZ phase is observed for all samples sintered between 

1050°C and 1250°C. The peaks for the PO xerogel with glucose additive were 

substantially broader  than  all other samples. For 1350°C, a small monoclinic ZrO2 

phase is observed [Figure 2.3(d)]. The 1350°C sample had the largest concentration of 

ZrC upon sintering in argon, indicated by the largest ZrC peak heights in Figure 2.3(b). 

It is also reasonable to expect that the ZrC crystallites are  largest at  1350°C. Thus, the 

ZrO2 phase is most likely the result of limited Zr diffusion from isolated ZrO2 

crystallites into the YSZ phase at 700°C. Nevertheless, the amount  of  ZrO2  impurity  

appears to be quite small. The most important information  gained  from the XRD 
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analysis is that a pure YSZ phase is obtained after oxidation at 700°C despite the 

formation  of  a  ZrC phase during in situ carbon templating in argon.  

   

Figure 2.3: XRD patterns of (a) PO xerogel pellets sintered in argon for 2 h, (b) 

zoomed in view of (a), (c) PO xerogel pellets sintered in argon for 2 h and then 

calcined in air at 700°C for 2 h, (d) zoomed in view of (c). Temperature labels 

indicate the sintering temperature. Symbols correspond to the following 

phases: ● = YSZ (JCPDS 30-1468), ▲ = ZrC (JCPDS 35-0784), ♦ = ZrO2 

(JCPDS 37-1484). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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2.3.2. Elemental Analysis 

Elemental analysis was completed on samples sintered in  argon to quantify 

the amount of carbon remaining postsinter, Table 2.1. All free carbon, even if it 

were in the graphitic form, is expected to oxidize by 800°C and, based on the XRD 

results, ZrC will oxidize to ZrO2 before 700°C. Thus, one can expect that the carbon 

wt% from elemental analysis represents the sum of free carbon and carbon released  

from any ZrC in the sample. Without glucose additive, the carbon content is 

reasonably consistent over the entire range of sintering temperatures, ranging from 

2.9 to 4.1 wt%. The PO xerogel with glucose additive had a carbon content of 59.7 

wt%. Clearly, the glucose additive can be used to tune the amount of carbon template 

formed upon sintering in argon. 

The carbon content of each sample after being heated in air at 700°C for 2 h is 

also shown in Table 2.1. The amount of carbon detected in all samples was essentially 

zero, ranging between 0.24 and 0.28 wt%. To ensure one can consider the carbon 

content to be zero, carbon elemental analysis was completed on one sample oxidized 

at 900°C for 1 h. All free carbon, even in the graphitic form, will be removed before 

900°C in air. In this case the carbon content was still measured to be 0.24 wt%. 

Table 2.1: Total carbon content of PO xerogel pellets after sintering in argon 
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2.3.3. Thermogravimetric Analysis  

TGA measurements were performed in flowing air, for xerogels sintered in 

argon, to estimate the percent of total carbon in the sample that is derived from free 

carbon and ZrC. This calculation was based on assuming the weight increase that 

begins at approximately 350°C, Figure 2.4, corresponds to oxidation of ZrC to ZrO2 

and that the subsequent weight loss corresponds to the oxidation  of  free  carbon.  

For  the  PO xerogels, the weight percent of total carbon derived from free carbon is 

100% for 1050°C, 99% for 1150°C, 87% for 1250°C, and 59% for 1350°C. 

Correspondingly, the percent of total carbon derived from ZrC is 0% at 1050°C, 1% at 

1150°C,  13%  at  1250°C,  and  41%  at 1350°C. For the PO xerogel with glucose, 

the percent of total carbon derived from free carbon was 99.98%. There may be some 

overlap between the ZrC oxidation weight increase and the free carbon oxidation 

weight decrease in Figure 2.4; however, our approach to calculating the total amount 

of carbon in the system by TGA is consistent with the carbon elemental analysis results 

in Table 2.1.  

We also used the TGA data to  estimate  the  percent  of  total Zr that was ZrC 

after sintering in argon.  The  calculation assumed that the final product of the TGA 

experiment was pure YSZ and accounted for the  fact  that  the  Zr:Y  molar ratio is 

85.2:14.8 in YSZ. For the PO xerogels, the percent of total Zr that was ZrC after 

sintering in argon was estimated to be 0% for 1050°C, 0.6% for 1150°C, 5.1% for 

1250°C, and 17% for 1350°C. For the xerogel with glucose, the percent of Zr that was 

ZrC was estimated to be 0.4%. Finally, the overall composition of the PO xerogel  

pellets  after being sintered in argon were estimated from the TGA  data and are shown 

in Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.4: TGA curves in flowing air for (a) PO xerogels sintered in argon for 2 h at the 

temperatures indicated; (b) is a zoomed in view of (a).  

 

Table 2 . 2 :  Composition of PO xerogel pellets after sintering 

 

 

2.3.4. Surface Area  

The BET surface area of PO xerogels sintered in argon and subsequently 

oxidized at 700°C for 2 h  and  900°C  for  1 h are shown in Table 2.3. For comparison,  

Sintering temperature Free carbon vol% YSZ vol% ZrC vol% 

1050°C 10.8 89.2 0 
1150°C 10 89.5 0.5 
1250°C 7.4 88.4 4.2 
1350°C 5.3 80.3 14.4 

1150°C with glucose 82.5 17.4 0.1 

 

(a) (b) 
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the  BET  surface  area of PO xerogels directly sintered in air are included. The surface 

area of PO xerogels, with no glucose additive, sintered in air were essentially the same, 

ranging between 0.18 and 0.25 m2/g. The increase in surface area for the in situ carbon 

templated samples is remarkable. When sintered at 1050°C the surface area is 24 m2/g, 

100 times larger than directly sintering in air. If one were to assume the sample 

comprises pure  YSZ  spherical  particles  of  uniform  size,  24 m2/g corresponds to a 

particle diameter of 41 nm. 

 

Table 2 . 3 :  BET surface areas of PO xerogel pellets as a function of sintering 

temperature 

      

There are substantial decreases in surface area as the sintering temperature is 

increased from 1050°C to 1250°C, with a loss of about 10 m2/g from 1050°C to 1150°C 

and another 10 m2/g loss from 1150°C to 1250°C. From 1250°C  to 1350°C the surface 

area loss is less than 1 m2/g, indicating that the driving force for sintering significantly 

wanes in this temperature range. Given the significant presence of ZrC at 1350°C, as 
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supported by the XRD and TGA data, it is possible that ZrC plays a role in diminishing 

sintering in this temperature range. This is something we are currently considering. It 

is worth noting that even after sintering at 1350°C the surface area is still 10 times 

higher than directly sintering in air. In addition, a PO xerogel sample directly calcined 

to 900°C in air for 1 h had a specific surface area of 0.9 m2/g. 

The surface area of PO xerogels with glucose additive is even more 

noteworthy. The surface area was 68 m2/g after being sintered at 1150°C in argon and 

subsequently heated in air at 700°C for 2 h. If one assumed the sample comprised 

uniform spherical particles, 68 m2/g corresponds to a particle diameter of 14 nm. 

Upon heating in air at 900°C for 1 h the surface area decreases to 58 m2/g, 

corresponding to a small average particle size increase to 17 nm. Considering this 

sample was heated to 900°C, this is an outstanding result. For comparison, a PO 

xerogel with glucose additive that was directly calcined to 900°C in air for 1 hour had 

a specific surface area of 11 m2/g. 

Pore volumes were estimated using a physical adsorption DFT model for pore 

sizes ranging from 2 to 17 nm. For a sintering temperature of 1150°C, the PO xerogel 

without glucose had a porosity of 11% and the PO xerogel with glucose had a porosity 

of 31% when only considering pores in the 2 to 17 nm range. In this pore size  range,  

the  majority  of  pores  were  17 nm. Given the SEM images presented in the next 

section, there are pores larger than 17  nm and the total open porosity is not fully 

accounted for in the porosities reported here.  
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2.3.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy  

SEM micrographs of the PO xerogels, without glucose, sintered in argon and 

then heated in air at 700°C for 2 h are shown in Figure 2.5. Lower magnification images 

are included to provide a sense of the larger scale structure of the samples. The 1050°C 

sample has regularly shaped particles ranging from 20 to 60 nm, which is consistent 

with our average particle size estimation of 41 nm from the surface area data. The pores 

appear to be evenly distributed and similar  in  size  to the YSZ particles. For 1150°C, 

the particle size is more variable ranging from 30 to 250 nm. The sample is also not 

uniform, appearing to have areas of larger sintered particles and areas with smaller 

particles that are similar to the 1050°C sample. Particle size continues to increase with 

increasing sintering temperature as one would expect at 1250°C and 1350°C; although 

particle size  remains submicrometer even at 1350°C. 

Figure 2.6 shows SEM micrographs of the PO xerogel with glucose additive 

sintered at 1150°C and then heated in air at 700°C for 2 h and at 900°C for 1 h. A 

sample directly sintered in air at 1150°C is included for  comparison. Features  on the 

order of 10 nm are observed in Figures 2.6(a) and (b). In general, the morphology is 

similar in both cases with slightly finer features observed for the 700°C sample. Much 

larger particles are observed for sintering directly in air, Figure 2.6(c). Figure 2.6(d) is 

included to provide a sense of the larger scale structure of the sample. 

The only difference between the samples in Figure 2.6(a) and 2.5(b) is that 

glucose was added to the PO gel formulation in  Figure 2.6(a). Considering the surface 

area data  and  SEM  images, it is clear that the glucose additive has a dramatic impact 

on the microstructure of the ceramic material. 
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Figure 2.5: SEM micrographs of PO xerogel pellets sintered in argon for 2 h and 

subsequently heated in air at 700°C for 2 h. Images correspond to the following 

sintering temperatures: (a) and (b) 1050°C, (c) and (d) 1150°C, (e) and (f) 1250°C, 

and (g) and (h) 1350°C.  

(c) (d) 

(g) (h) 

(f) (e) 

(a) (b) 
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2.4. Discussion 

The key point of this work is that in situ carbon templating of hybrid 

materials provides a flexible platform to create and preserve highly desirable 

surface areas and nanomorphologies upon sintering at high temperatures. The 

approach is simple and highly tunable, providing SOFC researchers access to new 

electrode designs. For example, the microstructure shown in Figure 2.5(a) (the PO 

xerogel sintered in argon at 1050°C) is an ideal microstructure for thin film functional 

layers or thin film barrier layers; barrier layers are often used  to separate and prevent 

reaction  between  the  cathode  and the electrolyte.9,30–34  

The extremely high surface area would dramatically increase the density of 

electrochemically active sites in this region. In fact, barrier layers are often dense as a 

result of traditional sintering processes, providing no active sites. The incorporation of 

a high surface area, nanoporous barrier layer would significantly improve the overall 

cathode performance of low-temperature SOFC. One could make the argument that the 

morphology resulting from the glucose additive, shown in Figure 2.6, could also be 

used for the same purpose. It is not clear at what point the material becomes too 

mechanically weak to be used for a thin film at the electrolyte/electrode interface, but 

this design parameter must be considered. One should also be mindful of potential mass 

transport limitations associated with nanometer scale pores, that is, a high resistance to 

gas diffusion. However, it is unlikely that a thin film extending only a few  micrometers 

into  the electrode from the electrolyte/electrode interface will experience significant 

mass transport losses. 
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Figure 2. 6: SEM micrographs of PO xerogel pellets with glucose additive sintered in 

argon at 1150°C for 2 h and then heated in air at (a) 700°C for  2 h and (b) 900°C for 

1 h. For comparison, (c) is a PO xerogel with glucose additive directly sintered in air 

at 1150°C for 2 h. (d) is a zoomed out image of (a). 

It is worth noting that the surface area of the PO xerogel with glucose directly 

sintered in air at 1150°C was 2.7 m2/g, which is 10 times higher than without glucose. 

In some cases, it may be sufficient to directly sinter the PO xerogel with glucose 

directly in air, particularly if a sintering temperature of 1150°C or lower is suitable. 

We suspect sintering above 1150°C in air would significantly diminish the surface 

area. 

SOFC designs commonly employ an electrode-supported cell design where one 

of the electrodes is thick enough to provide mechanical integrity for the entire cell.35 

Electrode-supported cells are favored because electrolyte-supported cells result in 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) 
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large ohmic  losses  across the thick electrolyte. It is not appropriate to use the materials 

created in this study as the major component of the overall electrode for two reasons:  

(1)  the  mass  transport  losses  would  be  too  great and (2) these materials would not 

provide enough mechanical strength. Thus, we believe a more successful approach will 

be a combination of traditional low surface area and large pore ceramic scaffolds with 

the extremely high surface area PO xerogels with glucose additive. As an example, if 

a porous ceramic scaffold comprised 10% of 68 m2/g YSZ and 90% of 0.2 m2/g YSZ, 

the electrode would still have an overall surface area of 7 m2/g and have the appropriate 

morphology to facilitate mass transport, mechanical strength, and a high density of 

electrochemically active sites. Our group is currently exploring this approach. 

When one is trying to utilize nanoparticles in high-temperature devices, 

performance degradation due to particle agglomeration and sintering is certainly a 

major concern. The thermal stability of the morphologies created here have only been 

lightly probed by measuring surface areas after heating for a few hours at 700°C and 

900°C. Based on these preliminary results, we believe this approach will afford 

preservation of high performance and good thermal stability for two reasons: (1) the 

goal is to use these materials for SOFC electrodes operating at low temperatures, that 

is, 300°C–600°C and (2) this work demonstrates that exceptionally high surface areas, 

200 times higher than traditional scaffold surface areas, were maintained after heating 

to 900°C. 

While we have only investigated YSZ in this study, it is likely that this approach 

will be useful for other materials. For example, gadolinia-doped ceria for porous 

scaffolds and cathode barrier layers.36 Doped-strontium titanates have been extensively 
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studied as electronic conductors for anodes.37-40 Interestingly, doped-strontium titanates 

require a high-temperature reduction treatment to achieve sufficient electronic 

conductivity. Sintering in the presence of a carbon template in an inert atmosphere may 

inherently achieve the desired extent of reduction. There are certainly many other 

materials and designs one could consider. The point here is to highlight the exciting 

opportunities one can explore with  this approach that was not previously possible.  

 

2.5. Conclusion 

Highly desirable ceramic scaffold surface areas and nanomorphologies can be 

created and preserved during sintering of propylene oxide-based xerogels via in situ 

carbon templating. The amount of carbon template is easily tuned by adding glucose 

to the gel formulation. After heating in air to 900°C, the ceramic scaffold surface areas 

are still over 200 times larger than traditionally processed scaffolds, indicating good 

thermal stability for low-temperature SOFC applications.  
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Abstract 

We demonstrate a method for the high temperature fabrication of porous, 

nanostructured yttria-stabilized-zirconia (YSZ) scaffolds with tunable specific 

surface areas up to 80 m2·g-1. An aqueous solution of a zirconium salt, yttrium 

salt, and glucose is mixed with propylene oxide (PO) to form a gel. The gel is 

dried under ambient conditions to form a xerogel. The xerogel is pressed into 

pellets and then sintered in an argon atmosphere. During sintering, a YSZ 

ceramic phase forms and the organic components decompose, leaving behind 

amorphous carbon. The carbon formed in situ serves as a hard template, 

preserving a high surface area YSZ nanomorphology at sintering temperature. 

The carbon is subsequently removed by oxidation in air at low temperature, 

resulting in a porous, nanostructured YSZ scaffold. The concentration of the 

carbon template and the final scaffold surface area can be systematically tuned 

by varying the glucose concentration in the gel synthesis. The carbon template 

concentration was quantified using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), the 

surface area and pore size distribution was determined by physical adsorption 

measurements, and the morphology was characterized using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Phase purity and crystallite size was determined using X-

ray diffraction (XRD). This fabrication approach provides a novel, flexible 

platform for realizing unprecedented scaffold surface areas and 

nanomorphologies for ceramic-based electrochemical energy conversion 

applications, e.g. solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrodes. 
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3.1. Introduction 

The solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) holds great promise as an alternative energy 

conversion technology for the efficient generation of clean electrical power.1 Considerable 

progress has been made in the research and development of this technology; however, 

improvements in electrode performance are still needed to achieve reliable 

commercialization. The electrode often comprises a porous ceramic scaffold with 

electrocatalytic particles decorated on the scaffold surface. A large body of research has 

focused on increasing the surface area of the electrocatalytic particles to increase 

performance,2-8 but there is very little research on increasing the scaffold surface area. 

Increasing the scaffold surface area is challenging because they are sintered at high 

temperatures, 1100°C to 1500 °C. 

Scaffolds processed by traditional sintering typically have a specific surface area 

of 0.1-1 m2·g-1.8-11 There are a few reports on increasing the scaffold surface area. In one 

case, the surface area of a traditionally sintered scaffold was enhanced by dissolution and 

precipitation of the scaffold surface using hydrofluoric acid, achieving a specific surface 

area of 2 m2·g-1.12 In another, high temperatures were avoided altogether by using pulsed 

laser deposition, achieving a specific surface area of 20 m2·g-1.13 The rationale behind the 

development of our technique was to create a low cost fabrication process that provides 

unprecedented scaffold surface areas and uses traditional sintering temperatures so that the 

process can be adopted easily. With the technique reported here, scaffold surface areas up 

to 80 m2·g-1 have been demonstrated while being processed at traditional sintering 

temperatures.14 

Our research is primarily motivated by SOFC electrode engineering, but the 
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technique is more broadly applicable to other fields and applications. Generally, the in situ 

carbon templating method is a flexible approach that can produce nanostructured, high 

surface area mixed-metal ceramic materials in the powder or porous scaffold form. It is 

flexible in that the mixed-metal ceramic composition, surface area, porosity, and pore size 

can all be tuned systematically. High temperatures are often needed to form the desired 

phase in mixed-metal ceramics, and this approach preserves ceramic nanomorphology 

while allowing one to choose essentially any processing temperature. 

This method involves the synthesis of a hybrid inorganic-organic propylene-oxide-

based gel, with a well define stoichiometry of metal ions and ratio of inorganic to organic 

content. The gel is dried under ambient conditions to form a xerogel. The xerogel is sintered 

in an argon atmosphere at the desired temperature. Upon heating, the organic component 

decomposes leaving behind a carbon template in situ, which remains for the duration of 

sintering. The carbon template is subsequently removed by low temperature oxidation in 

air, resulting in a nanostructured, high surface area ceramic. 

 

3.2. Experimental Procedure 

 

3.2.1. Preparing Xerogel Pellets 

 

1. Gel Synthesis 

1. Add a 25 mm magnetic stir bar and 113 mL of deionized water to a 500 mL beaker. 

Magnetically stir the deionized water at the highest rate that does not form a 

vortex. 

2. Slowly add 13.05 g (0.056 mol) of anhydrous zirconium chloride to the deionized 

water in small increments. After all the anhydrous zirconium chloride has 
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dissolved, add 53.29 g (0.296 mol) of glucose to the solution. 

3. After all the glucose has dissolved in the solution, add 3.73 g (0.01 mol) of yttrium 

nitrate hexahydrate to the solution. Increase the rate of magnetic stirring to ~700 

rpm and wait for all of the yttrium nitrate hexahydrate to dissolve in solution. 

4. Add 42 mL of propylene oxide to the solution. Continue stirring at ~700 rpm for 

the propylene oxide to mix with the aqueous solution. Once the propylene oxide 

is mixed with the aqueous solution (~10 s), decrease the magnetic stirring to ~150 

rpm. 

5. Continue stirring until the magnetic stir bar has stopped moving due to formation 

of the gel. The gel typically forms within 3 min.  

NOTES: Adding anhydrous zirconium chloride to deionized water is a highly 

exothermic reaction and the anhydrous zirconium chloride will plume if it is 

added too quickly. 

The formulation provided in Section 3.2.1.1. corresponds to a glucose to total metals 

(zirconium + yttrium) molar ratio of 4.5:1. The representative results section includes data 

for glucose to total metals molar ratios of 0:1, 2.25:1, and 4.5:1. The amount of glucose in 

the formulation is only limited by the solubility of glucose in the solution. For reference, 

the maximum solubility of glucose in water at 20°C is 47.8 wt%.15 

2. Aging and Washing the Gel 

1. Tightly cover the beaker containing the gel with Parafilm and let it age for 24 h 

by leaving the covered beaker at room temperature. 

2. Remove the cover from the beaker and decant the liquid on top of the gel. 

3. Add 300 mL of absolute ethanol to the beaker containing the gel, tightly cover the 
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beaker with Parafilm, and leave the covered beaker at room temperature for 24 h. 

4. Repeat step 3 two more times for a total of three ethanol washings over a total 

period of 72 h. 

3. Drying the Gel into a Xerogel 

1. Remove the gel from the beaker and place it in a 2 L porcelain evaporating dish 

(24 cm outside top diameter) using a laboratory spatula. 

2. Break the gel into approximately 1 cm x 1 cm pieces with a spatula and spread 

out the pieces over the surface of the evaporating dish. 

3. Let the gel pieces dry under ambient conditions for one week or until the gel is 

dry. The gel is considered dry when it can be ground into a fine powder. 

4. Grind all the xerogel into a fine powder with a mortar and pestle. 

NOTE: Once the gel is dry, it is considered a xerogel because it was dried under 

ambient conditions. 

4. Pressing the Xerogel into a Pellet 

1. Place 1 g of xerogel powder into a cylindrical pellet press die with a diameter of 

13 mm. 

2. Using a hydraulic press, apply 22 kN of force for 90 s to press the xerogel gel 

into a pellet. 

3. Slowly release the force applied by the press. Slowly eject the pellet out of the 

pellet die and then carefully remove the pellet. 

 

3.2.2. Sintering the Xerogel Pellet in an Inert Atmosphere 

1. Place the xerogel pellet onto an alumina or yttria-stabilized zirconia plate and 

load the plate into the center of a tube furnace. 
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2. Flow argon at a rate of one third the volume of the working tube per minute. 

This corresponds to an argon flow rate of 750 mL·min-1 for the working tube 

used in this work. Vent the gas outlet to a fume hood. 

3. Flow argon for at least 15 min before starting to heat the tube furnace. 

4. While continuously flowing argon at a constant rate, program the tube furnace 

temperature controller to the following heating schedule: 

1. Hold at room temperature for 15 min. 

2. Heat to 850 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C·min-1. 

3. Heat to desired sintering temperature at a ramp rate of 2 °C·min-1. 

4. Hold at the desired sintering temperature for 2 h. 

5. Cool to 850 °C at a ramp rate of 2 °C·min-1. 

6. Cool to room temperature at a ramp rate of 5 °C·min-1. 

5. Start the program and double-check that the tube furnace is heating up 

following the schedule provided in the previous section. 

6. Remove pellet from the tube furnace after the heating program has completed. 

 

3.2.3. Determining Carbon Template Concentration  

 

1. Cut a ~50 mg piece out of the sintered xerogel pellet with a utility knife and grind 

it into a fine powder with an agate mortar and pestle. 

2. Place ~50 mg of the fine powder into an alumina sample cup for 

thermogravimetric analysis. 
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3. Using a thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA), heat the sample at a rate of 10°C·min-1 

from ambient temperature to 1200°C while flowing air over the sample at a rate of 

100 mL·min-1. 

4. Calculate the percent change in weight that occurs between ~350°C and ~700°C. This 

weight percent corresponds to the total carbon content in the sample. 

NOTE: If a weight increase occurs in the 350°C to 700°C range, a carbide phase 

has formed and the calculation of carbon content is more complex. For this case, 

please refer to calculations described in the literature.14 Carbon elemental analysis 

has been used to confirm that carbon content can be calculated from TGA 

measurements. 

 

3.2.4. Preparing High Surface Area YSZ Scaffold by Carbon Template Removal 

 

1. Place the sintered xerogel pellet in an alumina crucible. 

2. Place the crucible into a box furnace at 700°C for 2 h. 

3. Carefully remove the hot crucible from the box furnace with stainless steel 

crucible tongs and allow it to cool to room temperature for one hour before 

removing the porous, white YSZ scaffold.   

 

3.3. Results 

Phase purity was confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) as previously reported by 

Cottam et al.14 YSZ scaffold specific surface area as a function of carbon template 

concentration is shown in Figure 3.1. The concentration is shown as the volume percent of 

total solids in the sintered xerogel pellet. The carbon template concentration systematically 
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increases with increasing glucose concentration in the gel formulation. As Figure 3.1 

shows, the specific surface area systematically increases from 10 m2·g-1 to 68 m2·g-1 by 

increasing the glucose:metals molar ratio from 0:1 to 4.5:1.  

 

Figure 3.1: YSZ scaffold surface area as a function of carbon template concentration and 

glucose:metals molar ratio. 

The carbon template concentration was quantified using TGA (Figure 3.2). The 

carbon template concentration was 4 wt% and 64 wt% of total solids for glucose:metals 

molar ratios of 0:1 and 4.5:1. A YSZ density of 5.9 g·cm-3 and a carbon density of 2.15 

g·cm-3 were used to convert between weight percent and volume percent.  

Figure 3.3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the YSZ xerogel 

with and without glucose additive. Both samples were similarly sintered at 1150°C in argon 

and burned out in air at 700°C. The particles of YSZ xerogel with glucose additive are 

several times smaller than those without glucose. The formation of smaller particles by 

adding glucose to the gel is consistent with their high carbon content and surface area. 
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Figure 3.2: TGA curves in flowing air for xerogels with glucose:metal molar ratios of 

0:1 and 4.5:1 sintered at 1150°C in argon for 2 h.  

 

Figure 3.3: SEM micrographs of YSZ scaffolds for glucose:metals molar ratios of (a) 

4.5:1 and (b) 0:1. The xerogels were sintered in argon at 1150°C for 2 h and then 

heated in air at 700°C. 
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Figure 3.4 shows XRD patterns of the strongest YSZ peak for YSZ scaffolds as a 

function of glucose:metals molar ratio. The crystallite size was calculated using these peaks 

and the Scherrer equation. The crystallite size decreased from 22 nm to 12 nm to 9 nm as 

the glucose:metals molar ratio was increased from 0:1 to 2.25:1 to 4.5:1. The crystallite 

size progression is consistent with the observed increase in surface area with increasing 

glucose:metals molar ratio.  

 

Figure 3.4: XRD of strongest YSZ peak for YSZ scaffolds as a function of glucose:metals 

molar ratio.  

Figure 3.5 shows the YSZ scaffold pore size distribution as a function of 

glucose:metals molar ratio. The adsorption/desorption data was collected with a physical 

adsorption instrument, which is limited to calculating pore sizes between 2 nm and 14 nm. 
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The pore size distribution calculated from N2 adsorption data is shown in Figure 3.5a. Only 

the 2.25:1 glucose:metals molar ratio data shows a maximum. Since the instrumentation 

was limited to detecting 14 nm pores, pore size distributions from N2 desorption data were 

also calculated, Figure 3.5b. Desorption data tends to show "artificially" narrow pore size 

distributions and "artificially" smaller pores16; however, the desorption data provides more 

insight into the progression of pore size distribution than the adsorption data. The 

differences in pore size distribution for adsorption and desorption data is best compared 

for the 2.25:1 glucose:metals data in Figure 3.5. The peak of the pore size distribution shifts 

from 10 nm to 7 nm and the distribution is narrower. Extrapolating to the 4.5:1 data, it 

seems reasonable to assume the peak of the pore size distribution is in the 16-20 nm range. 

Overall, Figure 3.5 shows both the number of pores and size of pores increase with an 

increase in glucose:metals molar ratio. 

 

Figure 3.5: YSZ scaffold Dollimore-Heal pore size distribution as a function of 

glucose:metals molar ratio calculated from (a) N2 adsorption data and (b) N2 desorption 

data. 
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3.4. Discussion 

With this in situ carbon templating approach, one can create and preserve 

nanomorphology in mixed-metal-oxides at traditional ceramic scaffold sintering 

temperatures. The resulting surface areas are up to 80 times higher than traditionally 

sintered scaffolds and up to 4 times higher than scaffolds fabricated by complex deposition 

techniques.14 The propylene oxide-glucose gel system is highly flexible for tuning the 

concentration of the carbon template, allowing one to systematically control the carbon 

template concentration between 10 vol% carbon and virtually 100 vol% carbon. 

There are three critical steps to the procedure. First, the propylene oxide must be 

well mixed with the aqueous solution to form the gel. This is accomplished by stirring at 

~700 rpm when the propylene oxide is added. If the solution is not stirred turbulently, the 

propylene oxide will form a separate layer above the aqueous solution and the gel will not 

form. Second, the working tube must be flushed with argon before heating the tube furnace 

for sintering. This is accomplished by flowing argon for 15 min at a rate of one third the 

volume of the working tube per minute. In addition, the working tube must be leak tight to 

prevent air from entering the working tube during sintering. Oxygen from the air will 

destroy the carbon template by oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide. Third, the sintering 

ramp rate from 850°C to sintering temperature should not exceed 2°C·min-1. A faster ramp 

rate could cause the scaffold to fracture. 

The majority of possible carbon template concentrations will result in a monolithic 

scaffold. Obviously, there is a critical carbon concentration threshold at which a monolithic 

scaffold will not form because the YSZ particles would be disconnected from each other. 

However, this scenario also has utility. One could load a traditional low surface area 
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scaffold with a high carbon concentration gel and carry out the same inert sintering 

procedure described here. The result would be YSZ nanoparticles decorated onto the 

scaffold surface in a nanoparticle concentration controlled by the glucose concentration in 

the gel formulation. 

Propylene oxide gel syntheses have been reported for many metals in the 

literature.17-19 In addition, the propylene oxide gel synthesis can accommodate multiple 

metals in essentially any mixed-metal composition that is desired. While the motivation 

for this work was driven by solid oxide fuel cell electrode needs, the approach is applicable 

for a wide range of mixed-metal-oxides for a wide range of applications. 

It is important to recognize that if the sintering temperature is high enough, metal-

carbide phases will form, rather than the oxide. The temperature at which this happens 

depends on the specific metals one is using. For YSZ, we have found that a zirconium 

carbide phase begins to form around 1150°C and nearly all the zirconium is in the form of 

zirconium carbide by 1400°C.14 For sintering temperatures below 1300°C, all the 

zirconium reverts back to the YSZ phase upon carbon template removal by oxidation. For 

sintering temperatures above 1300°C, we observe small amounts of a monoclinic 

zirconium oxide phase. It is likely that above 1300°C, some zirconium carbide particles 

are sufficiently separated from yttrium such that heating in air to 700°C is not enough 

thermal energy for complete dissolution of zirconium back into YSZ. Our group is 

currently considering alternative sintering environments to mitigate carbide formation 

while preserving the carbon template during sintering. 

 

3.5. Conclusion 

The propylene oxide-glucose gel system has outstanding flexibility in specifying 
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the inorganic:organic ratio, the type of metals, and the mixed-metal composition for 

realizing high surface area mixed-metal-oxide nanomorphologies at high temperatures. 
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Abstract 

 Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrode materials with surface areas up to 99 m
2.g

−1 

were prepared at traditional sintering temperatures, 1050◦C–1350◦C, by sintering hybrid 

inorganic-organic materials in an inert atmosphere followed by calcination in air at 700◦C. 

The electrode materials investigated were yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), lanthanum 

strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF), gadolinia doped ceria (GDC), and strontium titanate 

(STO). During sintering, an amorphous carbon template forms in situ and remains 

throughout the sintering process, aiding in the creation and preservation of mixed-metal-

oxide nanomorphology. The carbon template is removed during subsequent calcination in 

air at 700◦C, leaving behind a nanostructured ceramic. Phase stability, carbon template 

concentration, and specific surface area was determined for each mixed-metal-oxide. Final 

specific surface areas up to 83, 66, 95, and 99 m
2.g

−1 were achieved for YSZ, LSCF,  GDC, 

and STO, respectively.  The impact of high surface area  YSZ on symmetrical YSZ-

lanthanum strontium ferrite (LSF) cathode cell performance was evaluated in the 

temperature range of 550◦C–800◦C. Adding nanostructured YSZ decreased the 

electrochemical impedance by 45% at 550◦C. The performance improvement lessened with 

increasing temperature, and at 800◦C there was essentially no improvement. The findings 

reveal a promising approach to improving low temperature SOFC performance. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Lowering the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) has the 

potential to minimize materials cost and degradation rates, two of the main challenges 

facing successful SOFC commercialization.1 Moreover, low temperature-SOFCs (LT-

SOFCs) broaden the portfolio of practical applications to portable, transportation, and 

energy storage in addition to the traditional stationary power generation applications.
2 

However, one major hurdle to overcome is the slow electrode kinetics at low temperatures, 

which increases electrochemical activation losses and impedes power output.
3–8

 

One approach to resolving poor LT-SOFC performance is to increase the density of 

electrochemically active sites in the electrode.
1 Many research groups have focused on 

increasing the density of active sites by decorating the surface of pre-sintered scaffolds with 

electrocatalytic particles,
9–24 however little effort has been made to increase the surface 

area of the sintered scaffold itself. The surface area of electrocatalytic particles coating the 

scaffold has been shown to decrease with time until it approaches the scaffold surface area, 

and a concomitant decrease in performance was observed.
25 

Ultimately, the scaffold surface 

area dictated performance. Thus, it is important to consider strategies for increasing 

scaffold surface area. 

The in situ carbon templating method reported in this work has great potential to 

increase the scaffold surface area and the density of electrochemically active sites for two 

reasons. First, SOFC electrode materials with surface areas up to 99 m
2.g

−1 and 69 m
2.g

−1  

can be realized at sintering temperatures of 1050◦C and 1350◦C, respectively. The 

exceptionally high surface area, 100 times higher than traditionally sintered electrode 

materials,
25–35 affords the opportunity to create a much higher density of electrochemically 
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active sites.
36,37 Second, the in situ carbon templating method is robust; here we show it 

works for two different types of hybrid inorganic-organic materials and four different SOFC 

electrode materials: yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ, 8 mol% Y2O3), lanthanum strontium 

cobalt ferrite (LSCF, La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ), gadolinia doped ceria (GDC, Ce0.8Gd0.2O2), 

and strontium titanate (STO, SrTiO3). Thus, it is likely that the method can be broadly 

applied to many hybrid materials and mixed-metal-oxides. 

The in situ carbon templating method differs from the traditional sintering method 

in two fundamental ways as shown in Figure 4.1. First, metal oxide particles are physically 

mixed with pore formers in the traditional method, while hybrid inorganic-organic materials 

are used in the carbon templating method. Second, materials are directly sintered in air in 

traditional sintering, whereas materials are sintered in argon and subsequently calcined in 

air in the carbon templating method. In the in situ carbon templating method, the organic 

component is pyrolyzed during sintering and leaves behind a carbon template which 

remains throughout the entire process. This carbon template prevents the metal oxides from 

coarsening during sintering and is removed upon calcination in air at 700◦C, a temperature 

too low for significant sintering to occur. 

In this paper we report on the following facets of the in situ carbon templating 

method using two types of hybrid inorganic-organic materials: (1) the phase stability of 

YSZ, LSCF, GDC, and STO as a function of sintering temperature, (2) the concentration of 

amorphous carbon template formed in situ as a function of hybrid material formulation, and 

(3) the impact of sintering temperature and hybrid material formulation on the specific 

surface area of each mixed-metal-oxide. Finally, as a proof-of-concept, improvement in the 

electrochemical performance of a YSZ-lanthanum strontium ferrite (LSF) cathode was 
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observed when high surface area YSZ, generated by the in situ carbon templating method, 

was incorporated into the electrode. 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation comparing traditional and in situ carbon templating 

sintering approaches. 

 

4.2. Experimental Procedure 

Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental synthesis of all hybrid inorganic-organic 

materials prepared in this study.  The two types of hybrid materials prepared are referred 

to as propylene oxide (PO) and citric acid (CA) hybrid materials. For all PO hybrid 

materials, the PO to total metals molar ratio (PO:M) was held constant at 10:1 and the 

glucose to total metals molar ratios (Glucose:M) were varied between 0:1, 2.5:1, and 5.0:1. 
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As shown in Table 4.1, the time for PO hybrid material formation spanned 5 minutes to 36 

hours, depending on the mixed-metal-oxide. This large variation in time is consistent with 

the work of Gash et al., which found that the rate of PO hybrid material formation depends 

on the rate of hydrolysis and condensation, and these rates are strongly affected by the 

metal ion charge and electronic configuration.
38,39 All citric acid (CA) formulations are 

identified as a molar ratio of CA:ethylene glycol (EG):total metals (M). The CA:EG:M 

molar ratios were varied between 1:1:1, 5:5:1, and 10:10:1. The rate of CA hybrid material 

formation primarily depends on CA and EG polymerization
40 and, for this reason, roughly 

similar time scales were needed for all CA hybrid materials to form as shown in Table 4.1. 
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PO hybrid materials of YSZ (YSZ-PO) were synthesized with ZrCl4 (99.5+%, Alfa 

Aesar), Y(NO3)3
.6H2O (99.9%, Alfa Aesar), glucose (≥99.9%, Alfa Aesar), and PO 

(≥99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) as described in detail elsewhere.
41–43 The salts were dissolved in 

deionized water in a Zr:Y:H2O molar ratio of 5.75:1:650 with magnetic stirring. Glucose 

was then dissolved in the solution and PO was subsequently added to the solution. 

Magnetic stirring was maintained until the hybrid material formed, typically within 5 

minutes. 

PO hybrid materials of LSCF (LSCF-PO) were similarly prepared except that a 

higher temperature was required for the hybrid materials to form. The hybrid materials 

were prepared with La(NO3)3
.6H2O (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), Sr(NO3)2 (99.0%, Alfa Aesar), 

Co(NO3)2
.6H2O (Assay Percent Range 98.0%-102.0%, Alfa Aesar), Fe(NO3)3

.9H2O 

(98+%, Alfa Aesar), glucose, and PO. The salts were dissolved in deionized water in a 

La:Sr:Co:Fe:H2O molar ratio of 3:2:1:4:950. While magnetically stirring the solution, 

glucose was dissolved and then PO was added. The solution was then heated to 120◦C until 

the hybrid materials formed, which in some cases took up to 12 hours. 

PO hybrid materials of GDC (GDC-PO) were synthesized in a mixture of deionized 

water and ethanol (200 Proof, Decon Labs) with CeCl3
.7H2O (99%, Alfa Aesar), 

GdCl3
.6H2O (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), glucose, and PO. The salts were dissolved in a mixture 

of deionized water and ethanol (EtOH) in a Ce:Gd:H2O:EtOH molar ratio of 4:1:475:475. 

Glucose was then dissolved in the solution and magnetically stirred. PO was then added to 

the solution and the temperature was increased to 95◦C until the hybrid materials formed, 

which took up to 36 hours in some instances. 
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The CA hybrid materials of YSZ, LSCF, and GDC are referred to as YSZ-CA, 

LSCF-CA, and GDC-CA. YSZ-CA was prepared with ZrCl4 and YCl3 (99.9%, Alfa 

Aesar). The salts were dissolved in deionized water in a Zr:Y:H2O molar ratio of 

5.75:1:1150. LSCF-CA was prepared with La(NO3)3
.6H2O, Sr(NO3)2, Co(NO3)2

.6H2O, 

and Fe(NO3)3
.9H2O. The salts were dissolved in deionized water in a La:Sr:Co:Fe:H2O 

molar ratio of 3:2:1:4:1800. GDC-CA was prepared with CeCl3
.7H2O and GdCl3

.6H2O. 

Both salts were dissolved in deionized water in a Ce:Gd:H2O molar ratio of 4:1:850. In all 

three cases, CA (99.8%, USBiological) and EG (99.75%, Acros Organics) were 

subsequently added to the solutions and magnetically stirred until complete dissolution. 

Then, the solutions were heated to 80◦C for YSZ-CA and GDC-CA and 120◦C for LSCF-

CA. All solutions were magnetically stirred until the hybrid materials formed, typically 

within 6 hours.  

All hybrid materials were sintered in a tube furnace under argon (99.998%, Airgas, 

Radnor, PA) flowing at 750 mL.min
−1

. The temperature was increased from ambient 

temperature to 850◦C at 5◦C.min
−1

, then from 850◦C  to  the  sintering  temperature  at 

2◦C.min
−1

 and held at the sintering temperature for 2 h. The temperature was then decreased 

from the sintering temperature to 850◦C and ambient temperature at 2◦C.min
−1 and 

5◦C.min
−1

, respectively. All hybrid material formulations were sintered at 1050◦C, but PO 

hybrid materials with a 5:1 Glucose:M molar ratio and CA hybrid materials with a 10:10:1 

CA:EG:M molar ratio were also sintered at 1150◦C, 1250◦C, and 1350◦C. In addition, YSZ-

PO with a 5:1 Glucose:M molar ratio was sintered at 850◦C and 950◦C. In all cases, the 

sintered samples were black indicating that amorphous carbon had formed  in situ.
41 Upon 
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calcination in air at 700◦C, the samples were white for YSZ and STO, yellow for GDC, and 

black for LSCF. 

Phase identification of both the sintered and calcined materials was determined with 

powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). The PXRD patterns were collected using a Bruker D2 

Phaser X-ray diffractometer, with a 2ϴ range of 20◦–65◦, 0.03◦ increments, and 0.3 s time 

steps. CuKα radiation was used and the stage was rotated one revolution per minute. Carbon 

template concentration was determined with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) as 

described in our previous work.
41 TGA data were collected with a TA Instruments SDT 

Q600 by heating the sample from ambient temperature to 1200◦C at a 10◦C·min
−1 ramp 

rate in air flowing at 100 mL·min
−1

. Specific surface area was determined using the 

Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET) method. The BET data were collected with a 

Micromeritics Tristar II 3020 surface area analyzer. Each sample was degassed under 

flowing nitrogen at 250◦C for 2 h before testing. All BET experiments were conducted with 

nitrogen adsorption at 77 K and the correlation coefficient for all reported specific surface 

areas was at least 0.9995. 

Symmetrical solid oxide cathode cells were fabricated by laminating three tape-

casted films and sintering them in air at 1500◦C. The temperature was increased from 

ambient temperature to 300◦C, held for 3 h, then increased to 800◦C, held for 3 h, then 

increased to 1500◦C and held for 4 h, and finally decreased to ambient temperature. In all 

temperature ramps, a rate of 2◦C·min
−1 was used. ESL ElectroScience YSZ (8 mol% Y2O3) 

film was used for the electrolyte layer and a film containing YSZ (8 mol% Y2O3, Tosoh) 

particles and graphite pore formers (325 mesh, Alfa Aesar) was used for both electrode 
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layers.
10 The sintered cell had the following dimensions: 100 μm thick YSZ electrolyte 

with a cross sectional area of 1.8 cm
2 and symmetric 50 μm thick porous YSZ layers with 

a cross sectional area of 0.38 cm
2
. The sintered porous YSZ layers had a porosity of 65%. 

The porous YSZ layers were infiltrated with YSZ-PO solution having a 5:1 Glucose:M 

molar ratio. The cell was then sintered in argon at 850◦C for 2 h. The electrode layers of 

the sintered cells were black indicating that carbon had formed in situ inside the electrode 

pores. The sintered cells were then calcined in air at 700◦C for 2 h to remove the carbon 

template. Upon calcination in air, the electrodes were white indicating complete oxidation 

of the carbon template. The nanostructured YSZ derived from the infiltrated YSZ-PO 

solution was 2.5 vol% of the electrode. Provided that the sintered porous YSZ layers were 

initially 65% porous, the nanostructured YSZ additives did not significantly affect the 

overall electrode porosity. The cell was subsequently infiltrated with a solution of 

La(NO3)3·6H2O, Sr(NO3)2, Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, and CA in a La:Sr:Fe:CA molar ratio of 

0.8:0.2:1:2. Infiltration was repeated until a La0.8Sr0.2FeO3-δ (LSF) loading of 25 vol% was 

achieved. After each infiltration step, the cells were heated in air to 450◦C. After all 

infiltration steps were completed, the cells were heated to 850◦C for 4 h to form the LSF 

phase. For comparison, symmetrical LSF-YSZ cells without nanostructured YSZ were 

fabricated with the same procedure except for YSZ-PO solution infiltration. 

Electrochemical cell performance was determined with impedance spectroscopy. A 

Gamry Instruments Series G750 potentiostat with four probes was used to collect the 

impedance spectra. Electrical contacts at both electrodes were made with Ag ink and Ag 

wires and all spectra were collected in the galvanostatic mode. The dc current was 0 mA, the 

ac perturbation was 5 mA, and the frequency ranged between 105 Hz and 10−1 Hz. The 
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cells with and without nanostructured YSZ were both tested in air between 550◦C and 

800◦C. The non-ohmic impedances were multiplied by 0.5 to account for the contribution 

of two electrodes. 

 

4.3. Results 

PXRD patterns of all the studied materials (YSZ-PO, YSZ-CA, LSCF-PO, LSCF-

CA, GDC-PO, GDC-CA, and STO-CA) sintered in argon at 1050◦C for 2 h are shown in 

Figure 4.2a. Patterns shown are for PO hybrid materials with a Glucose:M molar ratio of 

5:1 and CA hybrid materials with a CA:EG:M molar ratio of 10:10:1. Both YSZ patterns 

have broad peaks matching the desired Zr0.84Y0.16O1.92 standard pattern. Similarly, the 

STO-CA pattern peaks are broad and match the SrTiO3 standard pattern. Moreover, the 

few prominent peaks in the GDC-CA pattern correspond to the desired Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9 

standard pattern. The GDC-PO pattern as well as both LSCF patterns, however, show 

several peaks corresponding to phases other than the desired Gd0.2Ce0.8O2-δ and 

La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ phases, respectively. The GDC-PO pattern shows several sharp 

peaks corresponding to GdxCe1-xOCl and the LSCF patterns show a range of peaks 

corresponding to hexagonal La2O3, cubic La2O3, and tetragonal Fe1.945C0.055 indicating that 

a mixture of lanthanum oxides and iron carbide formed during sintering. GDC prepared 

using the propylene oxide method is the only case where chloride was indicated in the XRD 

analysis and it was in the form of an oxychloride. For all other hybrid materials, it is 

assumed that chlorides are removed during sintering. 

The absence of crystalline carbon peaks in any PXRD patterns suggests that an 

amorphous carbon template formed during sintering. As shown in Table 4.1, the materials 
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represented in Figure 4.2a comprise 78–85 vol% carbon. This suggests that if crystalline 

carbon had formed, it would have been the dominant phase in all PXRD patterns. Moreover, 

in all cases, the carbon templates were removed upon calcination in air at 700◦C. This 

would not have happened if crystalline carbon was present as it oxidizes at higher 

temperatures (≥ 850◦C). 

Figure 4.2b shows PXRD patterns of the same materials presented in Figure 4.2a 

after being subsequently calcined in air at 700◦C for 2 h. In all cases, except for LSCF, the 

peaks correspond to the pure desired mixed-metal-oxide phases. Several small impurity 

peaks corresponding to SrCO3 and Fe2O3 were observed for LSCF.  The presence of  a 

SrCO3 phase suggests that a small fraction of strontium failed to integrate into the LSCF 

lattice and may have reacted with CO2 from the carbon template oxidation. The observed 

Fe2O3 phase suggests that, after the iron carbide was oxidized, the temperature or diffusion 

length was not sufficient to integrate iron into the LSCF lattice. Although not shown here, 

pure LSCF phases were obtained upon calcination at 900◦C in air. The important point is that 

the desired mixed-metal-oxides were obtained and their PXRD patterns had broad peaks, 

indicating that high surface area materials were prepared. 

Figure 4.3 shows PXRD patterns of each material sintered in argon at different 

temperatures (1050◦C–1350◦C). The PXRD patterns for YSZ-PO and YSZ-CA as well as 

LSCF-PO and LSCF-CA were similar. Thus, only PXRD patterns of YSZ-PO and LSCF-

PO are shown here. 

Figure 4.3a shows PXRD patterns of YSZ-PO. Upon sintering at 1050◦C, pure YSZ 

phases with broad peaks were observed. For the YSZ hybrid materials sintered at 1150◦C 

and higher, a ZrC phase formed and its intensity increased with temperature while the 
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intensity of the YSZ phase decreased. In all cases, the ZrC phase disappeared and the pure 

YSZ phase was obtained upon calcination in air at 700◦C for 2 h. 

 

Figure 4.2: X-ray diffraction patterns of PO and CA hybrid materials a) sintered in argon 

at 1050◦C for 2 h and b) subsequently calcined in air at 700◦C for 2 h. GdxCe1-xOCl (    ), 

Hexagonal La2O3 (  ), Cubic La2O3 ( ), Tetragonal Fe1.945C0.055 ( ), SrCO3 ( ), Fe2O3 ( ). 

 

PXRD patterns for LSCF-PO are shown in Figure 4.3b. At all sintering 

temperatures, the same behavior was observed: a mixture of La2O3 and Fe1.945C0.055 upon 

sintering and an LSCF phase with small SrCO3 and Fe2O3 impurity phases upon subsequent 

calcination in air. PXRD patterns for GDC-PO and GDC-CA are shown in Figures 4.3c 

and 4.3d, respectively. Several peaks corresponding to GdxCe1-xOCl were observed for 

GDC-PO upon sintering at all temperatures. However, the chloride is removed and the 

desired pure GDC phase was observed upon calcination in air for GDC-PO sintered between 
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1050◦C and 1250◦C. At 1350◦C, a small Gd2O3 peak was observed at a 2ϴ of 29.1◦ 

suggesting that a small amount of Gd may have phase separated from Ce during sintering 

at 1350◦C. Unlike GDC-PO, the few discernible peaks in the sintered GDC-CA PXRD 

patterns matched the Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9 reference pattern and the pure desired GDC phase was 

obtained upon calcination at 700◦C in air for2 h. 

Figure 4.3e shows PXRD patterns for STO-CA. Upon sintering at 1050◦C, a pure 

STO phase with broad peaks was observed while only the peaks corresponding to the 

highest intensity peaks of the SrTiO3 reference pattern were discernible at 1150◦C. A TiC 

phase was observed starting at 1250◦C and its intensity increased with temperature while 

the intensity of the STO phase decreased, becoming the minor phase at 1350◦C. Upon 

calcination in air, the TiC disappeared and the desired pure STO phase was obtained for 

STO-CA sintered at 1050◦C, 1150◦C, and 1250◦C. At 1350◦C, several impurity peaks 

corresponding to TiO2 were observed. Provided that the highest concentration of TiC phase 

was obtained at 1350◦C, it is possible that a sufficient degree of separation between Sr and 

Ti atoms took place during sintering such that heating to 700◦C was not enough thermal 

energy to diffuse TiO2 into the SrTiO3 lattice.  

Table 4.2 shows the carbon template volumetric concentrations of the PO and CA 

hybrid materials. In all cases, the hybrid materials were sintered at 1050◦C for 2 h in argon. 

The carbon template concentration increased with an increase in organic content for all 

hybrid material formulations. This demonstrates that the carbon template concentration can 

be systematically controlled by adjusting the organic component to metal molar ratio. In 

all cases, wide carbon template concentration ranges were observed. For STO-CA, the 
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carbon template concentration ranged between 40 vol% and 80 vol%  of the mixed-metal-

oxide/carbon template composite. For LSCF-CA, the concentration varied between 35 

vol% and 85 vol% and for both YSZ-CA and GDC-CA, the ranges were between 50 vol% 

and 80 vol%. The PO hybrid materials allowed for a wider carbon template concentration 

range. The observed ranges for LSCF-PO, YSZ-PO, and GDC-PO were 8 vol% - 85 vol%, 

10 vol% - 80 vol%, and 29 vol% - 85 vol%, respectively. 

The materials represented in Table 4.2 were calcined in air at 700◦C for 2 h and the 

BET surface areas of the resulting mixed-metal-oxides are shown in Table 4.3. In all cases, 

the surface area increased with an increase in organic content and corresponding carbon 

template concentration. The most important point is that the results represented in Table 4.3 

indicate that specific surface areas ranging between 10 m
2
·g

−1 and 100 m
2
·g

−1 were 

observed across all studied materials.  If one assumed spherical particles of equal size, this 

surface area range would correspond to a particle size range of 100 nm – 10 nm. 

In the case of LSCF-CA, a sharp increase in surface area was observed when 

the CA:EG:M molar ratio was changed from 5:5:1 to 10:10:1. One possible explanation is 

that the sharp increase in surface area is related to the citrate to metal ions charge ratio 

which increases with CA:EG:M molar ratio. As reported by Danks et al., citrate binds to 

metal ions forming homogeneous metal/citrate complexes.
40 The charge ratio of citrate 

to metal ions depends on the extent of CA deprotonation and bases such as NH4OH or 

urea are often used to promote CA deprotonation.
44,45 

In this study, we did not use bases 

and, thus, our solutions had a pH < 2. Thus, the degree of citrate/metal complex formation 

is likely less for 5:5:1 compared to 10:10:1, which could impact the resulting surface area.  
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Figure 4.3: X-ray diffraction patterns of a) YSZ-PO, b) LSCF-PO, c) GDC-PO, d) GDC-

CA, and e) STO-CA after sintering in argon at various temperatures for 2 h and after 

calcining in air at 700°C for 2 h. ZrC (   ), Fe2O3 (   ), SrCO3 (   ), La2O3 (  ), Fe1.945C0.055 (   

Gd2O3 (    ), GdxCe1-xOCl (    ), TiO2 (   ), TiC (   ). 
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Table 4.2: Carbon template concentration as a function of hybrid material formulation. 

Concentration is shown as vol% of the sintered mixed-metal-oxide/carbon template 

composite. The hybrid materials were sintered in argon at 1050°C for 2 h. 

  

Table 4.3: BET specific surface area, in m2·g-1, of mixed-metal-oxides as a function of 

hybrid material formulation. The oxides were obtained after sintering in argon at 1050°C 

for 2 h, followed by calcination in air at 700°C for 2 h. 

 

PO hybrid materials with a Glucose:M molar ratio of 5:1 and  CA hybrid materials 

with a CA:EG:M molar ratio of 10:10:1 were sintered at higher temperatures (≥1050◦C) 

and the resulting BET surface areas are shown in Figure 4.4. In addition, YSZ-PO with a 

5:1 Glucose:M molar ratio was sintered at 850◦C and 950◦C in argon and the resulting 

specific surface areas are also shown in Figure 4.4. Generally, specific surface area was 

highest for materials sintered at 1050◦C. One exception was GDC-CA and, although its 

highest specific surface area was observed at 1150◦C, the surface areas were similar over 

the entire temperature range. 

  CA:EG:M (Citric Acid Hybrid Material)    Glucose:M (PO Hybrid Material)  

1:1:1 5:5:1 10:10:1 
 

0:1 2.5:1 5:1 

YSZ 50 57 78  10 44 80 

GDC 51 69 78  29 68 85 

LSCF 34 75 85  8 72 85 

STO 39 66 80     

 

  CA:EG:M (Citric Acid Hybrid Material)    Glucose:M (PO Hybrid Material)  

1:1:1 5:5:1 10:10:1 
 

0:1 2.5:1 5:1 

YSZ 36 55 83  24 46 82 

GDC 33 39 61  16 75 91 

LSCF 9 11 66  2.1 15 45 

STO 12 65 99     
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Specific surface areas higher than 45 m
2
·g

−1 were obtained at all sintering 

temperatures for all studied materials except LSCF-CA and LSCF-PO. The lowest specific 

surface areas observed for LSCF-CA and LSCF-PO were 13 m
2
·g

−1 and 16 m
2
·g

−1
, 

respectively. For comparison, both LSCF-CA and LSCF-PO hybrid materials sintered 

directly in air at 1350◦C had surface areas less than 0.1 m
2
·g

−1
. 

 

Figure 4.4: BET specific surface area of mixed-metal-oxides as a function of sintering 

temperature. The samples were sintered in argon at the indicated temperature for 2 h and 

then heated in air at 700◦C for 2 h.  

 

Figure 4.5 compares electrochemical impedance spectra of symmetrical cells with 

and without nanostructured YSZ derived from YSZ-PO. The addition of nanostructured 

YSZ dramatically decreased the non-ohmic impedance at 550◦C and the change in 

impedance became less pronounced with increasing temperature. As shown in Figure 

4.5a, the reduction in non-ohmic impedance was 1.4 Ω·cm
2 (45%) at 550◦C, 0.26 Ω·cm

2 
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· (26%) at 600◦C, and 0.075 Ω·cm
2 (20%) at 650◦C. At 700◦C the impedance decreased by 

0.012 Ω·cm
2 (9%). Above 700◦C, it was difficult to distinguish differences in impedance as 

shown in Figure 4.5b. This suggests that the electrochemical activity of LSF was 

sufficiently high in the 750◦C–800◦C range such that the nanostructured YSZ did not have 

a significant impact. Nevertheless, the results clearly show that incorporating the YSZ-PO 

intensely improved performance at lower temperatures. 

 

Figure 4.5:  Electrochemical impedance spectra of LSF-YSZ symmetrical cells with 

traditional YSZ scaffolds (  ) and traditional YSZ scaffolds infiltrated with YSZ-PO (  ). 

After infiltration, the scaffolds were sintered in argon at 850◦C for 2 h and then heated in 

air at 700◦C for 2 h. The symmetrical cells were tested in air at a) 550◦C–650◦C and b) 

700◦C–800◦C.  

 

4.4. Discussion 

Although very high specific surface areas have been realized at traditional sintering 

temperatures with the in situ carbon templating method, it is important to recognize a 

potentially significant limitation: a metal carbide phase may form during sintering in argon. 
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In particular, ZrC became the primary phase for YSZ hybrid materials upon sintering at 

high temperature. Subsequent calcination in air at 700◦C always resulted in a pure YSZ 

phase; however, we have not considered what happens during the transition from ZrC to 

YSZ. For example, based on differences in density, one would expect a transition from ZrC 

to YSZ to cause a dimensional change of 17%. While this dimensional change is not 

relevant for the low concentration of nanostructured YSZ added to the electrodes in this 

study (2.6 vol%), the dimensional change could be significant for higher concentrations of 

nanostructured YSZ. 

For STO hybrid materials, TiC became the primary phase upon sintering at high 

temperature. In this case a TiO2 impurity metal oxide phase formed upon removal of the 

carbon template by oxidation in air. It is likely that the TiC phase formed large enough 

particles that Ti could not diffuse into the STO structure during calcination. This potential 

limitation is also important to consider because the impurity metal oxide phase can be 

deleterious to the desired electrode material functionality. For example, doped SrTiO3 is 

used as an electronic conductor in SOFC electrodes,
30–32 

but TiO2 is an electronically 

insulating phase.  

We are currently exploring strategies to mitigate the formation of metal carbides. 

One strategy is to replace the inert argon sintering atmosphere with humidified hydrogen, 

introducing low oxygen fugacity in the sintering atmosphere. The idea is to create a high 

enough oxygen fugacity that the metal carbide phase is thermodynamically unfavorable, 

but low enough that the carbon template is not oxidized to CO or CO2 during sintering. 

Preliminary findings suggest this may be a promising approach. 
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Given that we have established a route to realizing high surface area mixed-metal-

oxides for SOFC electrodes, the next step is to explore ways to integrate these high surface 

area materials into SOFC electrodes to improve electrochemical performance. As a proof-

of-concept, we simply infiltrated YSZ hybrid material into a traditional YSZ scaffold and 

showed that this intensely improved YSZ-LSF electrode performance at low temperatures. 

We in no way attempted to optimize this approach and only tried one hybrid material 

processing temperature thus far. Additional studies in this space are likely to garner further 

performance improvements. 

There are also other approaches, beyond infiltration, by which the high surface area 

materials could be incorporated into cells. One approach is to directly use the high surface 

area materials to fabricate electrode scaffolds. To accomplish this, one could study the 

effects of carbon template concentration and sintering temperature. Another approach of 

incorporating high surface area materials is to mix the hybrid materials with traditional 

scaffold particles and pore formers. With this approach, the ratio of the hybrid materials to 

traditional scaffold particles to pore formers could be iterated.  

For practical application, it is critical that the nanostructured particles are thermally 

stable. As a preliminary experiment in this area, we studied the thermal stability of YSZ 

derived from YSZ-PO. The hybrid material was sintered at 1150◦C, subsequently calcined 

at 700◦C, and then held at 500◦C and 700◦C in air for 2000 hours. At the end of the 2000 

hours, the YSZ surface area was 65 m
2
·g

−1 and 35 m
2
·g

−1 for 500◦C and 700◦C, respectively. 

While we have not yet explored surface area stability when integrated into a SOFC 

electrode, the thermal stability observed in our preliminary work is quite promising for LT-

SOFC. 
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4.5. Conclusion 

The in situ carbon templating method is a promising approach for improving the 

performance of LT-SOFCs. The method is robust in that it can be used to prepare a variety 

of high surface area SOFC materials. In addition, the carbon template concentration and 

specific surface area can be systematically controlled over a wide range. The integration of 

nanostructured YSZ derived from YSZ-PO improved electrode performance between 

550◦C–700◦C, with a performance enhancement of 45% at 550◦C. 
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Abstract 

The thermochemical stability of nanoscale yttria-stabilized-zirconia (nYSZ), 

processed via in situ carbon templating, was studied between 850◦C–1350◦C in four 

sintering atmospheres: Ar, N2, H2, and humidified H2. The in situ carbon templating method 

generates nanoscale ceramic particles surrounded by an amorphous carbon template upon 

sintering. The carbon template is subsequently removed by low temperature oxidation, 

leaving behind nanoscale ceramic particles. In Ar and H2, a ZrC impurity formed at 

temperatures ≥1150◦C. In humidified H2, either a ZrC impurity formed or the carbon 

template oxidized. In N2, ZrC was not observed over the temperature range studied and 

the carbon template was preserved. After carbon template removal, the nYSZ surface areas 

were high for Ar, H2, and N2: 55–99 m
2
·g

−1
. For humidified H2, nYSZ surface area 

decreased as the carbon template was lost. Finally, nYSZ, processed in N2 at 850◦C and 

1250◦C, was integrated into symmetric YSZ-Lanthanum Strontium Ferrite (YSZ-LSF) 

cathode cells. The addition of nYSZ decreased cathode non-ohmic resistance, at 550◦C in 

air, by 40% and 27% for nYSZ processed at 850◦C and 1250◦C, respectively. This work 

demonstrates that N2 is a thermochemically stable atmosphere for in situ carbon templating 

and that the resulting nYSZ considerably improves electrode performance. 
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5.1. Introduction 

We recently developed a processing  method  that  produces  high surface area 

mixed-metal-oxides (up to 99 m
2
·g

−1
) in the 850◦C–1350◦C temperature range.

1–4 The 

processing method is referred to as the in situ carbon templating method and has been shown 

to work for numerous ceramics used in solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) electrodes, including 

yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), gadolinia-doped ceria (GDC), lanthanum-strontium-

cobalt-iron-oxide (LSCF), and strontium titanate (STO). The in situ carbon templating 

method involves two steps. First, a hybrid inorganic-organic material, containing the 

stoichiometric metal salts of the desired mixed-metal-oxide, is sintered between 850◦C and 

1350◦C in an inert atmosphere. During sintering, nanoscale mixed-metal-oxide particles 

and amorphous carbon form. The amorphous carbon surrounds the ceramic nanoparticles, 

preventing them from sintering into larger particles. In the second step, the amorphous 

carbon is burned away at 700◦C in air, a temperature low enough to preserve the ceramic 

nanoparticles. We have shown that the processing method works for two hybrid materials: 

(1) propylene oxide gels with a glucose additive to vary the carbon template content
1–4 and 

(2) citric acid gels in which the carbon template content is controlled with citric acid.
3-4 We 

have also shown that the surface area of YSZ nanoparticles (nYSZ) prepared with this 

approach is still high after 2000 hours at 500◦C (65 m
2
·g

−1
) and 700◦C (35 m

2
·g

−1
).

4
 

In our early work, the inert processing atmosphere was flowing argon. In the case 

of YSZ, a small ZrC impurity peak formed upon sintering at 1150◦C and ZrC was the 

primary phase at 1350◦C. In most cases, a pure YSZ phase was obtained upon oxidation of 

the carbon template at 700◦C in air; however, a monoclinic ZrO2 impurity phase was 
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detected in some cases.
1 This is a concern because monoclinic ZrO2 is deleterious to the 

oxygen ion conductivity and electrochemical activity of the SOFC electrodes.
5,6 It has been 

suggested that the monoclinic ZrO2 phase is most likely the result of limited Zr diffusion 

from isolated ZrO2  crystallites into the YSZ phase at 700◦C. This  is supported by the fact 

that we have observed the monoclinic ZrO2 phase disappear upon oxidation at 900◦C. 

Unfortunately, the YSZ surface area significantly decreased upon heating to 900◦C, 

defeating the purpose of producing high surface area ceramic particles. Another challenge 

with the presence of ZrC in the electrode composite is that the transformation from ZrC to 

YSZ corresponds to a dimensional expansion of 17 vol%. Such an expansion may cause 

the fuel cell to fracture, depending on the composition and electrode composite design.
7–9  

Given the challenges associated with the presence of ZrC in the electrode 

composite, we explored two alternative sintering atmospheres, N2 and humidified H2, to 

avoid forming ZrC in the first place. Numerous reports have shown that N2 dissolves into 

ZrO2 and partially stabilized YSZ (3 mol% Y2O3) when sintered in a N2 atmosphere.
10–13 

Nitrification occurs near the surface at a low concentration, N/Zr ratio < 0.2, which causes 

the formation of oxygen vacancies and stabilizes the tetragonal phase. Importantly, neither 

an oxynitride phase nor a monoclinic ZrO2 formed. In addition, Scheffler et al. reported that 

a Si-based composite forms a carbide phase in a N2 atmosphere at 1390◦C, compared to 

forming the carbide phase  at 1000◦C in argon, due to the favorable reactivity of nitrogen 

with silica.
14 Given these findings, we investigated the effect of sintering YSZ hybrid 

inorganic-organic materials in N2. The hypothesis was that a ZrC impurity phase would 

form at a higher temperature in N2 compared to argon. 
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Humidified H2 was the second sintering atmosphere investigated in this work, 

which was chosen for two reasons. First, the literature suggests that an oxygen fugacity 

range should exist, in the 850◦C–1350◦C temperature range, within which a YSZ-C 

mixture will be thermochemically stable.
15–17 

Above the oxygen fugacity range the carbon 

would oxidize and below the oxygen fugacity range ZrC would form. The specific fugacity 

range is not listed here because it changes by orders of magnitude with temperature. 

Second, oxygen fugacity is easily controlled by varying the level of humidity in H2. 

This paper reports on the thermochemical stability, carbon template concentration, 

and resulting surface area of processing YSZ hybrid materials in Ar, N2, H2, and humidified 

H2. In addition, the effect of infiltrating nYSZ into symmetric YSZ-Lanthanum Strontium 

Ferrite (YSZ-LSF) cathode cells was assessed by comparing electrochemical impedance 

spectra for symmetric cells with and without  nYSZ. 

 

5.2. Experimental Procedure 

YSZ-Propylene Oxide-Glucose (YSZ-POG) hybrid materials were prepared 

following the same procedure that was used in our previously reported works.
1–4 

Briefly, 

stoichiometric amounts of ZrCl4 (99.5+%, Alfa  Aesar),  Y(NO3)3·6H2O  (99.9%,  Alfa  

Aesar),  and  glucose   (≥ 99.9%, Alfa Aesar) were sequentially dissolved in deionized water 

and magnetically stirred until complete dissolution. Propylene Oxide (PO, ≥ 99.5%, Sigma-

Aldrich) was then added to the solution and stirred for about five minutes, after which a 

translucent yellow gel formed. The gel was aged for 24 h, washed with ethanol (200 Proof, 

Deacon Lab) once per day for three days, and then dried in an open container under 

ambient conditions. The dried gel was ground into a powder and pressed into ~0.6 g 
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cylindrical pellets with a ~13 mm diameter and ~2 mm thickness, by applying a 22 kN 

force for 90 seconds as detailed in our previous work.
2
 

YSZ-POG green pellets were sintered in Ar, N2, H2, and four compositions of 

humidified H2 (0.01%, 0.03%, 0.3%, and 2.3% H2O). The 97.7% H2/2.3% H2O gas mixture 

was created by flowing H2 (99.995%, Airgas) through a water bubbler at room temperature. 

The lower concentrations of H2O were created with a Kofloc GASCON GM-2B gas mixer. 

One inlet port was connected to H2 and the other inlet port was connected to H2 flowing 

through a bubbler at room temperature or 0◦C. The flow rate of each gas stream was 

adjusted to obtain the desired humidity levels. The total flow rate for the outgoing 

humidified H2 was held constant at 750 mL/min. The other sintering atmospheres (Ar, H2, 

and N2) were also flowed over the sample at 750 mL/min. During sintering, the temperature 

was increased from ambient temperature to 850◦C at a rate of 5◦C/min, then from 850◦C to 

the sintering temperature at a rate of 2◦C/min, held at the sintering temperature for 2 h, 

decreased to 850◦C at a rate of 2◦C/min, and then to ambient temperature at a rate of 

5◦C/min. The sintering temperatures investigated were 850◦C–1350◦C in 100◦C 

increments. After sintering, the sintered pellets were calcined in air at 700◦C to burn off the 

carbon template. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were collected for both the sintered and 

calcined samples for phase identification. The patterns were collected with a Bruker D2 

Phaser X-ray diffractometer with CuKα radiation over a 2θ range of 20◦–65◦ in 0.03◦ 

increments and a 0.3 s time step. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted with 

a TA Instruments SDT Q600 on sintered materials for carbon template concentration 
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determination as described in our previous work.
1 The temperature was ramped from 

ambient to 1200◦C at a rate of 10◦C/min in air flowing at 100 mL/min. The Brunauer, 

Emmett, Teller (BET) method was used to determine the specific surface areas of the 

calcined materials using a Micromeritics Tristar II 3020 surface area analyzer and N2 as the 

adsorbate. All samples were degassed under flowing N2 at 250◦C for 2 h prior to testing. The 

surface area values reported in this work had a correlation coefficient of at least 0.9995. 

Symmetric YSZ-LSF cathode cells were fabricated by infiltrating LSF into porous 

YSZ scaffold films that were sintered on both sides of a YSZ electrolyte. The porous YSZ 

scaffold-dense YSZ electrolyte-porous YSZ scaffold tri-layer was fabricated by laminating 

three tape-casted films as described elsewhere.
18 The laminated tri-layer was sintered by 

heating in air to 1500◦C at a rate of 2◦C/min, holding at 1500◦C for 4 h, and then cooling 

to room temperature at a rate of 2◦C/min. Upon sintering, the respective diameters of the 

electrolyte and electrode layers were 15.0 mm and 7.7 mm and the respective thicknesses 

were 100 μm and 50 μm. The porous YSZ layers were infiltrated with YSZ-POG solution, 

prior to gelation, and then sintered to 850◦C or 1250◦C in N2 for 2 h followed by calcination 

in air at 700◦C for 2 h. At this point, the porous YSZ scaffolds had been decorated with 

YSZ nanoparticles at a loading of 2.5 vol% of the electrode. The modified YSZ scaffolds 

were then infiltrated with an LSF aqueous solution composed of La(NO3)3·6H2O (99.99%, 

Alfa Aesar), Sr(NO3)2 (99.0%, Alfa Aesar), Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (98+%, Alfa Aesar), and citric 

acid (CA, 99.8%, US Biological) dissolved in water with a La:Sr:Fe:CA molar ratio of 

0.8:0.2:1:2. The cells were heated to 400◦C in air for 10 min after each of the first three 

infiltrations and then to 850◦C for 30 min after the fourth infiltration. This process was 
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repeated until an LSF loading of 25 vol% of the electrode was achieved. For comparison, 

YSZ-LSF symmetric cells without YSZ nanoparticles were also prepared. 

Electrochemical impedance spectra were collected for the symmetric cells using a 

Gamry Instruments Series G750 potentiostat with four probes. The electrodes were painted 

with silver ink for current collection and silver wires were used to connect the electrodes 

to  the potentiostat. Impedance spectra were collected in the galvanostatic mode with a 0 

mA dc current, 5 mA ac perturbation, and 10
−1

–10
6 Hz frequency range. All cells were 

tested at 550◦C in air, the ohmic contributions were subtracted from the impedance, and the 

non-ohmic impedance values were multiplied by 0.5 to normalize the contribution of the 

two identical electrodes. Porous scaffolds with and without YSZ nanoparticles were 

imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a FEI Verios 460L FESEM 

(Hillsboro, OR) electron microscope.  

 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

PXRD patterns of YSZ-POG sintered in flowing Ar, H2, and N2 are presented in 

Figure 5.1. In each case, patterns of both the sintered and calcined materials are shown. 

After sintering YSZ-POG in Ar, a ZrC phase formed at 1150◦C and its relative peak 

intensity increased with increasing temperature. Upon calcination in air at 700◦C, the 

material reverts to pure YSZ for all samples, Figure 5.1a. These results are consistent with 

our previously reported works in which YSZ-POG was sintered under Ar.
1–4 Figure 5.1b 

shows PXRD patterns of YSZ-POG sintered in H2. Similar to the results with Ar, a ZrC 

phase formed starting at 1150◦C and its peak intensity increased with increasing 
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temperature. Additional small impurity peaks were observed after sintering at 1250◦C and 

1350◦C, Figure 5.1c. The peaks at 1350◦C were identified to be monoclinic Y2O3 and, 

based on the work of Sulaiman et al., the impurity peaks at 1250◦C are likely a mixture  of 

zirconium oxides.
19 Most importantly, however, pure YSZ phases were obtained upon 

calcination in air at 700◦C for all samples. Figure 5.1d shows PXRD patterns of YSZ-POG 

sintered in N2. Unlike sintering in Ar and H2, no ZrC phase was observed below 1350◦C. 

Only small ZrC peaks were observed at 1350◦C, indicating that sintering in N2 successfully 

mitigated ZrC formation. 

The YSZ peaks in Figure 5.1 were broad for all samples calcined in air, indicating 

high surface area. For the samples sintered in Ar and N2, prior to calcination in air, the YSZ 

peaks were extremely broad at all sintering temperatures. The samples sintered in H2, 

however, showed a different peak width behavior as sintering temperature was increased. 

The YSZ peaks were extremely broad at 850◦C and 950◦C, began  to narrow at 1050◦C, 

further narrowed at 1150◦C, then broadened at 1250◦C, and at 1350◦C YSZ peaks were not 

detectable. To provide a more quantitative comparison of this behavior, YSZ crystallite 

sizes of the sintered samples, estimated using the Scherrer equation, are shown in Figure 

5.2. In agreement with the consistently large YSZ peak widths for samples sintered in Ar 

and N2, crystallite size consistently fell within a 2nm–5nm range for all sintering 

temperatures. The crystallite size for samples sintered in H2 spiked to 16 nm at 1150◦C and 

then decreased to 9 nm at 1250◦C. To explain the changes in crystallite size, TGA 

experiments were conducted on sintered samples in the presence of flowing air to quantify 

the concentration of YSZ, carbon, and ZrC in each sample. 
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Figure 5.1: Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of YSZ-POG sintered at 850ºC–1350ºC for 

2 h in a) argon, b) and c) hydrogen, and d) nitrogen. The zoomed in view of b) is shown in 

c). YSZ (  ), ZrC (  ), Y2O3 (  ), and ZrOx (  ) phases were observed. 

 

Table 5.1 shows vol% concentrations of YSZ, carbon template, and ZrC for samples 

sintered in Ar, N2, and H2. The YSZ vol% consistently fell in the 15 vol%-19 vol% range 

for all sintering temperatures under Ar and N2. For the samples sintered in H2, however, 
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the YSZ concentration increased to 28 vol% at 1050◦C and reached a maximum of 37 vol% 

at 1150◦C. Correspondingly, the concentration of carbon template decreased at these 

temperatures, which most likely occurred due to a reaction between H2 and carbon, forming 

small hydrocarbons.
20 The observed increase in YSZ concentration corresponded to an 

increase in the crystallite size; the maximum crystallite size of 16 Å at 1150◦C occurred at 

the maximum YSZ concentration of 37 vol%. A similar relationship between YSZ 

concentration and crystallite size has been previously reported.
2 Additionally, samples 

sintered in H2  resulted in high concentrations of ZrC upon sintering at 1250◦C and 1350◦C 

unlike those sintered in Ar and N2. To form the ZrC phase, Zr diffuses out of the YSZ 

lattice, which increases the Y2O3:ZrO2 mol% ratio in the YSZ phase. At 1350◦C, we 

calculated this ratio to be 55:45 which is above the solubility threshold of Y2O3 in ZrO2 

(40:60).
21 This is most likely why Y2O3 impurity peaks were observed for samples sintered 

at 1350◦C in H2 (Figures 5.1b–5.1c).  

As shown in Table 5.2, however, surface areas of samples calcined in air at 700◦C 

after being sintered in H2 (50 m
2
/g–75 m

2
/g) were comparable to those obtained with Ar 

(55 m
2
/g–70 m

2
/g) and N2 (58 m

2
/g–100 m

2
/g). This suggests that the reduction of 

carbon template concentration, diffusion of Zr out of YSZ upon sintering in H2, and the 

diffusion of Zr back into YSZ upon calcination in air did not have a significant impact on 

the surface area of the final material. 
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Figure 5.2: YSZ crystallite sizes of YSZ-POG samples sintered at 850°C–1350°C for 2 h 

in hydrogen (  ), argon (  ), and nitrogen (  ).  

 

Table 5.1: Vol% composition of YSZ-POG sintered at 850◦C–1350◦C in Ar, N2, and H2. 

 

Table 5.2: Specific surface areas in m2/g of YSZ-POG sintered at 850°C–1350°C in Ar, 

N2, and H2 and subsequently calcined at 700◦C in air. 
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Although sintering in H2 did not have a significant impact on the final surface area 

of YSZ, a large concentration of ZrC formed during sintering, which is a concern because 

there is a 17 vol% expansion that occurs upon oxidation of ZrC to ZrO2. Thus, we 

investigated the thermochemical stability of YSZ-POG sintered in various concentrations of 

humidified H2 at 1050◦C–1350◦C using PXRD. For simplicity, only the 1250◦C PXRD 

patterns are shown in Figure 5.3. The PXRD patterns at other temperatures were similar, 

either showing a ZrC impurity phase or a pure YSZ phase. The four concentrations of 

humidified H2 studied were 0.01%, 0.03%, 0.3%, and 2.3% H2O with the balance being 

H2. The levels of humidification were chosen based on the theoretical stability of YSZ-C 

mixtures as a function of oxygen fugacity, Figure 5.4a. The theoretical thermochemical 

stability map has three zones. In the bottom zone, the low oxygen fugacity region, carbon 

will react with Zr to form ZrC. Since there is an excess of carbon in our system relative to 

Zr (Table 5.1), all the Zr should react to form ZrC, leaving behind excess carbon and Y2O3. 

Hence, three phases (Y2O3, ZrC, and Carbon) should coexist in this zone. The oxygen 

fugacities in the middle zone should be high enough to prevent the formation of ZrC, but 

too low to oxidize the carbon template. Thus, only 2 phases (YSZ and Carbon) should be 

present in this zone, which is the result we were trying to achieve with humidified H2. In 

the upper zone, carbon should completely oxidize, leaving only one phase (YSZ). The 

lower boundary of the thermochemical stability map was calculated based on a study by A. 

Maitre and P. Lefort on the solid-state reaction between ZrO2 and carbon
17 while the upper 

boundary was calculated based on an oxides Ellingham diagram.
16 As shown in Figure 

5.4a, the H2/H2O mixtures we studied should, theoretically, result in a stable YSZ-C 
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mixture or an oxidation of the carbon template, leaving behind YSZ. Theoretically, none 

of the H2/H2O mixtures should have resulted in the formation of ZrC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Powder x-ray diffraction patterns of YSZ-POG sintered at 1250°C for 2 h in 

humidified hydrogen at different water vapor concentrations. YSZ (   ) and ZrC (   ) 

phases were observed. 

 Figure 5.4b maps the experimental thermochemical stability of sintered YSZ-POG 

based on a combination of PXRD results  (Figure 5 .3) and TGA results (Table 5.3). 

Experimentally, we found two possible results with sintering in humidified H2; either a 

ZrC impurity formed or a mixture of YSZ and a diminished concentration of carbon 

template formed. At 1050◦C and 1150◦C, no ZrC formed for all four levels of 

humidification. At 1250◦C, ZrC formed for 0.01% H2O/99.99% H2 and at 1350◦C, ZrC 

formed at 0.01% H2O/99.99% H2 and 0.03% H2O/99.97% H2. As shown in Table 5.3, TGA 
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results indicate that the concentration of carbon template decreased with an increase in 

humidity concentration at 1250◦C. All carbon template concentrations were lower than the 

pure H2 result shown in Table 5.1. While not shown here for simplicity, similar trends were 

observed at all sintering temperatures. The presence of a reduced concentration of carbon 

template rather than complete oxidation is most likely a result of slow kinetics and not 

representative of equilibrium. The resulting surface areas of samples sintered in humidified 

H2 followed by calcination in air at 700◦C are also shown in Table 5.3. The surface area of 

the sample sintered in 0.01% H2O/99.99% H2 was the same as the sample sintered in pure 

H2. This is not surprising considering the concentration of ZrC formed in both samples was 

similar. As the concentration of water vapor increased, both the carbon template 

concentration and surface area decreased. A similar trend between carbon template 

concentration and surface area has been previously reported.
1–4

 

 The purpose of this work was to investigate the thermochemical stability of 

sintering YSZ-POG in various sintering atmospheres with the goal of finding conditions 

that would allow one to create a stable mixture of YSZ and carbon template, resulting in 

pure nYSZ upon calcination in air at 700◦C. Among Ar, N2, H2, and various levels of 

humidified H2, N2 was the most effective sintering atmosphere as it mitigated ZrC 

formation without affecting the carbon template and surface area. For this reason, we 

continued with the rest of the study using a N2 sintering atmosphere.  

With a thermochemically stable sintering environment established, we investigated 

the effect of adding nYSZ to the electrochemical impedance of symmetric YSZ-LSF 

cathode cells. YSZ-POG was infiltrated into porous YSZ electrode scaffolds, heated in a 

N2 atmosphere, then calcined in air. Subsequently, LSF was infiltrated into the scaffold. 
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Figure 5.5a shows the electrochemical impedance spectra of symmetric cells with and 

without nYSZ at 550◦C in air. The non-ohmic resistance of the cell without nYSZ was 3.75 

Ω·cm
2
. The addition of nYSZ processed at 850◦C in N2 reduced the non-ohmic resistance 

to 2.2 Ω·cm
2
, a 40% reduction in non-ohmic resistance. This value is equivalent to what we 

have previously reported for symmetric cells fabricated using Ar.
3,4 In that work, nYSZ 

improved the impedance up to an operating temperature of 700◦C; above 700◦C the 

impedance with and without nYSZ was indistinguishable. The addition of nYSZ processed 

at 1250◦C in N2 reduced the non-ohmic resistance to 2.75 Ω·cm
2
, a 27% reduction compared 

to the cell without nYSZ. The corresponding Bode plots are shown in Figure 5.5b. The 

maximum in the Bode plot decreases from the baseline cell without nYSZ to the cell with 

nYSZ processed at 1250◦C to the cell  with nYSZ processed at 850◦C. The frequency at 

which the maximum occurs also decreases from 125 Hz to 60 Hz to 40 Hz for the baseline, 

1250◦C, and 850◦C cells, respectively. Characteristic frequencies in the 10 Hz-150 Hz 

range have been shown to correspond to cathode activation polarization.
22–25 Thus, the 

addition of nYSZ to YSZ-LSF cathodes decreased cathode activation polarization. More 

specifically, other groups have suggested that the observed improvement may be due to 

diffusivity of oxygen ions through the LSF bulk as well as migration and incorporation of 

oxygen ions from the three-phase boundary (TPB) into the YSZ electrolyte lattice.
23–25 One 

could argue that the addition of nYSZ increases the density of TPB and/or shortens the 

diffusion length of oxygen ions to the YSZ scaffold. It is interesting that the peak frequency 

in the Bode plot decreases with decreasing impedance; typically peak frequency increases 

with decreasing impedance. We suspect the observed trend may be due to the morphology 
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of the nano-YSZ layer between the low surface area traditional YSZ scaffold and the 

infiltrated LSF phase and is an area for future study.  

Figure 5.4: a) Estimated theoretical thermochemical stability of YSZ/C system as a 

function of oxygen fugacity and temperature. b) Experimental observations for YSZ-POG 

sintered under humidified hydrogen at various water vapor concentrations.          

0.01%H2O – 99.99%H2 (   ), 0.03%H2O – 99.97%H2 (   ), 0.3%H2O – 99.7%H2 (   ), and 

2.3%H2O – 97.7%H2 (   ). 

 

Table 5.3: Vol% composition of YSZ-POG sintered at 1250◦C in humidified H2 as a 

function of water vapor concentration and surface area of the powders obtained upon 

subsequent calcination at 700°C in air also as a function of water vapor concentration. 
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Figure 5.5. a) Nyquist and b) Bode plots of YSZ-LSF symmetrical cells tested at 550°C. 

The baseline cell contained no YSZ nanoparticles (   ) while the other cells were 

integrated with YSZ nanoparticles via infiltration of YSZ-POG into electrode scaffolds, 

followed by sintering in N2 at 1250°C (   ) and 850°C (   ), and subsequently calcined in 

air at 700°C.   

 

SEM was used to explore the morphology of nYSZ on the surface of the YSZ 

scaffolds. Figure 5.6 shows SEM images of the baseline YSZ electrode scaffold (Figure 

5.6a), scaffold with nYSZ processed in N2 at 850◦C (Figures 5.6b–5.6d), and scaffold with 

nYSZ processed in N2 at 1250◦C (Figures 5.6e–5.6f). For comparison, SEM images of 

nYSZ powder processed in N2 at 850◦C and 1250◦C are shown in Figures 5.6g and 5.6h, 

respectively. In Figure 5.6c, the nYSZ processed at 850◦C is of order 10
1 nm. While one 

can see texture on the surface of the YSZ scaffold in Figure 5.6d, it is difficult to estimate 

a particle size from this image. The surface area of the nYSZ sample processed at 850◦C 

and represented in both Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6g was 58 m
2
·g

−1
. Assuming the nYSZ 

particles were spherical and of uniform size, the particle diameter would be 17 nm. Thus, 
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the morphology of the nYSZ generated from a pressed pellet of YSZ-POG and generated 

in a porous YSZ scaffold are similar. At 1250◦C, however, the morphology of the nYSZ 

generated from a pressed pellet of YSZ-POG and generated in a porous YSZ scaffold are 

quite different.   

 

Figure 5.6: SEM images of YSZ-LSF electrode scaffolds without nYSZ (a) and with 

nYSZ processed at 850◦C (b-d) and 1250◦C (e-f) in N2, followed by calcination at 700◦C 

in air. SEM images of nYSZ powder obtained upon sintering YSZ-POG pellets at 850◦C 

(g) and 1250◦C (h) in N2 and subsequently calcining at 700◦C in air are also shown on the 

figure. 
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As shown in Figure 5.6f, the nYSZ particle size is of order 10
2 nm. This particle size is 

significantly larger than the nYSZ shown in Figure 5.6h. We suggest the larger nYSZ 

particles in the YSZ scaffold may be due to loss of carbon template. Carbon, which is a 

reducing agent , could have pulled oxygen from the YSZ scaffold, resulting in the oxidation 

of some fraction of the carbon template. As we have shown, surface area is directly 

proportional to carbon template concentration and, thus, particle size and carbon template 

are inversely proportional. We are currently investigating this possibility. Nevertheless, the 

addition of nYSZ processed at both 850◦C and 1250◦C significantly reduced the cathode 

impedance, demonstrating that this is a promising approach to improving cathode 

performance.  

 

5.4. Conclusion 

Various sintering atmospheres were studied to mitigate carbide formation, a critical 

limitation to the in situ carbon templating method. The best outcomes were obtained under 

N2. First, sintering in N2 did not form ZrC at ≤ 1250◦C while only a small amount of ZrC 

was observed at 1350◦C. Second, the highest carbon template concentrations and surface 

areas were obtained with N2. Finally, the electrochemical performance of symmetric YSZ-

LSF cathode cells was improved by up to 40% at 550◦C in air via addition of YSZ 

nanoparticles processed under N2. 
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CHAPTER 6. INCORPORATING NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS INTO 

SOFC DEVICES  USING IN SITU CARBON TEMPLATING  
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Abstract 

The impact of preparing SOFC electrodes via in situ carbon templating was 

assessed using two cell fabrication approaches which will be referred to as the Infiltration 

Approach and the Traditional Electrode Carbon Templating Approach. The infiltration 

approach consists of infiltrating hybrid material solutions into the pores of traditional 

electrodes while the traditional electrode carbon templating approach uses traditional green 

electrodes and preserves their carbon pore formers during heat treatment. In both 

approaches, the cells are sintered in N2 at ≥ 850°C for 2 h - 4 h, and subsequently calcined 

in air at 700°C-900°C. The infiltration approach was used to improve the surface area of 

Lanthanum Strontium Ferrite–Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (LSF-YSZ) and Lanthanum 

Strontium Manganite–YSZ (LSM-YSZ) cathodes. In both cases, electrode scaffolds were 

decorated with high surface area YSZ which increased their roughness and reduced the 

non-ohmic resistance by 40%-45%. While the impact of the traditional electrode carbon 

templating approach on device performance is still under investigation, the particles of 

electrode scaffolds prepared using this approach were ten times lower than those prepared 

using traditional approaches. Altogether, these results show that the in situ carbon 

templating method can improve the SOFC electrode performance in multiple ways.    
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6.1. Introduction 

As reported in previous chapters, in situ carbon templating was used to prepare high 

surface area SOFC materials including yttria-stabilized-zirconia (YSZ), gadolinia doped 

ceria (GDC), lanthanum strontium cobalt ferrite (LSCF), and strontium titanate (STO).1-5 

Importantly, similar results were obtained with multiple hybrid materials3-4 and different 

sintering atmospheres.5 Having established that high surface area materials can be prepared 

with in situ carbon templating, we can then focus on ways to fabricate SOFC electrodes 

with superior surface areas.  

As briefly discussed in chapter 2, it is likely that the materials prepared by in situ 

carbon templating would be too weak to provide enough mechanical strength to support 

electrodes.1 Hence, the more practical approach is to mix traditional large particle materials 

with small particle materials derived from in situ carbon templating of hybrid materials. In 

chapters 4 and 5, we reported on one such approach in which nanostructured YSZ (nYSZ) 

was deposited onto the surface of traditional YSZ porous scaffolds.3-5 The added nYSZ 

increased the surface area of the scaffold and reduced the electrode resistance by ≥ 40% at 

550°C.3-5 It is worth noting that such an improvement was achieved by incorporating only 

~2.5 vol% of nYSZ into the electrodes, and further reduction in electrode resistance can be 

achieved with higher concentrations of nYSZ. The first step in the process of integrating 

these nanoparticles into electrodes is infiltrating the latter with hybrid material solutions 

and, thus, this approach will be referred to as the infiltration approach throughout the 

remainder of this chapter.     

Our lab has devised another approach with which the electrode performance can be 

improved via in situ carbon templating. In this approach, traditional green electrodes 

comprising carbon pore formers are sintered in an inert atmosphere which preserves the 
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carbon, preventing the electrode particles from further coarsening. This increases the 

scaffold surface  area which should improve electrochemical performance. This approach 

will be referred as the traditional electrode carbon templating approach.   

While our lab is still experimenting with these approaches; thus far, we have 

consistently observed that electrodes prepared using in situ carbon templating procedures 

comprised smaller particles and had higher surface areas than those prepared using 

traditional procedures.  

 

6.2. Experimental Procedures 

 

6.2.1. Infiltration Approach 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the steps involved in the Infiltration Approach. As shown in 

the figure, this approach can be pursued by infiltrating hybrid material solutions into 

traditional scaffolds (Figure 6.1a) or full traditional electrodes (Figure 6.1b). In both cases, 

after infiltration, the cell is sintered at ≥ 850°C in an inert atmosphere (Figure 6.1, Step 2). 

This process creates a carbon template throughout which nanostructured particles are 

dispersed. This carbon template is then removed by subsequently heating the cell in air at 

700°C. Upon removing the carbon template, the nanoparticles fall onto the scaffold surface, 

increasing surface area (Figure 6.1, Step 3).         

In our lab, we have used this approach to modify two types of cathodes: lanthanum 

strontium ferrite–YSZ (LSF-YSZ) and lanthanum strontium manganite–YSZ (LSM-YSZ). 

As reported in chapter 4 and 5, LSF-YSZ cathodes were modified by coating traditional 

YSZ scaffolds with nYSZ following the procedure illustrated in Figure 6.1a.3-5 LSM-YSZ 

cathodes, however, were modified by coating pores of traditional full electrodes with nYSZ 
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following the procedure illustrated in Figure 6.1b. Symmetric cells with LSF-YSZ 

cathodes were fabricated in-house by infiltrating LSF into porous YSZ scaffolds while 

commercial cells with LSM-YSZ cathodes developed by Materials Science and Research 

Inc (MSRI) were used. The cathodes of MSRI cells were 30 vol% porous and comprised 

YSZ and LSM in 50:50 vol% ratio. Both electrodes were infiltrated with a solution of YSZ-

Glucose hybrid material, sintered to 850◦C in N2 for 2 h, and then calcined in air at 700◦C 

for 2 h. The cells with LSF-YSZ cathodes were characterized in-house while those with 

LSM-YSZ cathodes were characterized at the National Energy Technology Lab (NETL). 

Both cells were characterized via SEM and impedance spectroscopy and, in addition, 

current-voltage (I-V) measurements were conducted for LSM-YSZ cells.  
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the Infiltration Approach. (a) The scaffold is modified with 

nanoparticles before adding the catalytic phase. (b) The full electrode is modified. 
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6.2.2. Traditional Electrodes Carbon Templating Approach      

Theoretically, the traditional electrode carbon templating approach provides the 

least electrode surface area improvement, but it is the easiest approach to implement. As 

shown in Figure 6.2, green traditional electrodes comprising traditional electrode materials 

and carbon pore formers are sintered in an inert atmosphere at ≥ 1000°C, preserving the 

carbon pore formers and preventing the electrode materials from further coarsening (Figure 

6.2, Step 2). The carbon pore formers are removed upon calcination in air at 700°C or 

900°C, depending on whether amorphous carbon or graphite pore formers were used 

(Figure 6.2, Step 3). It is worth noting that, in this approach, the surface area is improved 

by preventing the traditional electrode materials from further coarsening as opposed to 

integrating nanoparticles into electrodes. Moreover, this approach is applicable to both 

electrode scaffolds (Figure 6.2a) and full electrodes (Figure 6.2b).  

Thus far, our lab has used this approach to improve the surface area of traditional 

YSZ scaffolds. In this experiment, green YSZ scaffolds comprising YSZ and graphite pore 

formers with 50:50 vol% ratio were prepared in-house via tape-casting as described 

elsewhere.6 The YSZ scaffold tapes were adhered to both sides of YSZ electrolyte 

substrates which had been prepared in-house by sintering ESL ElectroScience YSZ tapes 

in air at 1500◦C for 4 h. The resulting tri-layer was sintered at 1250◦C for 4 h under N2 

flowing at 750mL/min. At this point, all other components of the green YSZ scaffolds 

evaporated, leaving behind porous YSZ and graphite pore formers. The latter were 

removed by calcining the tri-layer at 900◦C in air for 2 h. This scaffold was imaged via 

SEM to compare its particle size against the scaffold sintered in air at 1250◦C. In the future, 

this approach will be applied on traditional green electrodes with carbon pore formers.    
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the Traditional Electrodes Carbon Templating Approach.              

(a) Traditional scaffolds and (b) full traditional electrodes are used. In both cases, the 

scaffolds and electrodes contain carbon pore formers.   
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6.3. Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1. Infiltration Approach 

As reported in chapter 4 and 5, modifying YSZ scaffolds using the Infiltration 

Approach has substantially improved electrochemical performance. Briefly, the non-ohmic 

impedance of LSF-YSZ symmetric cathode cells was reduced by ≥ 40% at 550°C by 

modifying traditional YSZ scaffolds with nYSZ.3-5 It is worth noting that the same results 

were replicated with both argon and N2.
3-5 

In addition to modifying traditional scaffolds, we have also modified full electrodes 

using the Infiltration Approach. In this experiment, LSM-YSZ cathodes of MSRI cells 

were coated with nYSZ as illustrated in Figure 6.1b and validated with SEM results (Figure 

6.3). SEM images of the unmodified, baseline electrodes are shown in Figure 6.3a-6.3b 

while images of the modified electrodes are shown in Figure 6.3c-6.3d. As the figures 

show, small features are discernible on surfaces of the modified electrode scaffolds while 

no such features are observed on surfaces of the baseline electrode scaffolds. These results 

indicate that nYSZ particles were successfully deposited onto the electrode scaffolds. 
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Figure 6.3: SEM images of MSRI LSM-YSZ cathodes without nYSZ (a-b) and with nYSZ 

processed at 850◦C in N2, followed by calcination at 700◦C in air (c-d).  

 

As Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show, the deposited nYSZ particles substantially 

improved the cell electrochemical performance. Figure 6.4 compares the impedance of the 

cell with and without nYSZ at 750°C. As the figure shows, integrating nYSZ reduced the 

non-ohmic resistance from 0.44 Ω·cm
2
 to 0.26 Ω·cm

2
, a 40% reduction (Figure 6.4a). In 

addition, the deposited nYSZ reduced the ohmic resistance from 0.3 Ω·cm
2
 to 0.2 Ω·cm

2
, 

a 33% reduction. It is worth noting that while we have previously observed similar percent 

reductions in non-ohmic resistance (chapter 4 and 5)3-5, this is the first time we observed a 
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reduction in ohmic resistance. LSM possesses weak oxide ion conducting properties7 and 

it is possible that the deposited nYSZ improved those properties, lowering the ohmic 

resistance. It is also worth noting that no increase in impedance was observed after 216 h 

of testing (Figure 6.4b), implying that the deposited nYSZ particles did not coarsen 

overtime. Such long-term stability is key for practical SOFC applications.  

Figure 6.5 shows the I-V results of the cell with nYSZ in comparison to the baseline 

cell, without nYSZ. As Figure 6.5a shows, the nYSZ particles improved the maximum 

power density from ~330 mW·cm-2 to ~628 mW·cm-2, a 90% increase. Most importantly, 

the same performance was maintained after 216 h of testing (Figure 6.5b), indicating that 

the observed improvement is sustainable.             

Figure 6.4: Nyquist plots of MSRI LSM-YSZ cells tested at 750°C. Impedance spectrum 

of the baseline cell without nYSZ (   ) and that of the cell with nYSZ (   ) are shown in a) 

while impedance spectra of the cell with nYSZ tested after 24 h (   ) and 216 h (   ) of 

operation are shown in b).  
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Figure 6.5: I-V and I-P curves of MSRI LSM-YSZ cells tested at 750°C. a) Baseline cell 

without nYSZ (  ) in comparison to the cell modified with nYSZ (   ). Both cells were tested 

after 24 h of operation. b) Modified cell tested after 24 h (   ) and 216 h (   ) of operation.   

 

6.3.2. Traditional Electrodes Carbon Templating Approach 

As described in section 6.2.2, this approach does not integrate nanoparticles; it 

prevents the traditional electrode materials from further coarsening during heat treatment. 

Thus far, we have experimented with YSZ scaffolds comprising graphite pore formers. 

Figure 6.6 compares SEM images of the YSZ scaffold sintered in air (Figure 6.6a-b) and  

N2 (Figure 6.6c-d) at 1250°C. As the images show, sintering in N2 lessened the electrode 

particle coarsening which resulted in scaffolds with smaller particles. The particles in the 

scaffold sintered in N2 are of order 102 nm while those in the scaffold sintered in air are of 

order 103 nm.  

→ → 

→ 

→ → 

→ 
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Figure 6.6: SEM images of YSZ scaffolds prepared by sintering traditional green 

scaffolds comprising YSZ and graphite at 1250◦C in air (a-b) and N2 followed by 

calcination in air at 700◦C (c-d). 

 

6.4. Conclusion 

Various approaches to increase the surface area of SOFC electrodes via in situ 

carbon templating were assessed. The carbon templating method was envisioned to 

improve the surface area of electrodes in two ways: 1) incorporating nanostructured 

materials into electrodes and 2) lessening the coarsening of electrode materials. In all cases, 

in situ carbon templating increased the surface area of SOFC electrodes which resulted in 

≥ 40% reduction in non-ohmic resistance. In some cases, the ohmic resistance was also 

reduced indicating that in situ carbon templating improved the electrode charge carrier 

conductivity. While our lab is still conducting experiments on these approaches, the results 
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we have so far show that the in situ carbon templating method has the potential to 

substantially improve SOFC performance.    
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE WORKS AND CONCLUSION 
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7.1. Future Works 

In addition to the two approaches described in chapter 6, our lab has devised a third 

approach which will be the focus of our future works. This approach will be referred to as 

the co-sintering approach and it involves preparing novel electrodes comprising large and 

small particles as opposed to modifying existing electrodes.  

The steps involved in the co-sintering approach are illustrated in Figure 7.1. As the 

figure shows, green electrodes are prepared by mixing traditional large particle electrode 

materials with a sintered hybrid material. Since the hybrid material is sintered in an inert 

atmosphere beforehand, the resulting mixture consists of the traditional electrode materials 

large particles along with nanoparticles and carbon derived from the hybrid material. This 

mixture is mixed with an ink vehicle and the resulting slurry is screen-printed onto the 

electrolyte substrate. The fabricated cell, with green electrodes, is then sintered in an inert 

atmosphere at ≥ 1000°C, adhering the electrode particles onto the electrolyte and 

maintaining the carbon in the electrode structure (Figure 7.1, Step 2). The carbon is 

removed upon calcination in air at 700°C, leaving behind the nanoparticles which then fall 

onto the surface of the large scaffold particles (Figure 7.1, Step 3). This approach can be 

used to make both novel scaffolds (Figure 7.1a) and novel full electrodes (Figure 7.1b). 

In the lab, we are planning on developing LSM-YSZ and LSCF-samaria doped 

ceria (LSCF-SDC) cathodes using this approach. For LSM-YSZ cathodes, this will be 

accomplished in two ways: 1) traditional large particle YSZ will be mixed with sintered 

YSZ-Glucose hybrid material to fabricate novel YSZ scaffolds (Figure 7.1a) which will be 

subsequently infiltrated with LSM and 2) traditional large particle YSZ and LSM will be 

mixed with sintered YSZ-Glucose to fabricate novel LSM-YSZ electrodes (Figure 7.1b). 
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LSCF-SDC cathodes will be similarly prepared by mixing traditional SDC and sintered 

SDC-Glucose to prepare novel SDC scaffolds while traditional LSCF and SDC will be 

mixed with sintered SDC-Glucose to make novel LSCF-SDC cathodes. In each case, the 

prepared electrode powders will be mixed with ink vehicles and the resulting slurries will 

be screen-printed on YSZ electrolytes (LSM-YSZ cathodes) or SDC electrolytes (LSCF-

SDC cathodes). The resulting cells will then be sintered at 1200°C under N2 flowing at 750 

mL/min for 4 h and subsequently calcined in air at 700°C for 2 h. These cells will then be 

characterized via SEM, impedance spectroscopy, and I-V measurements. 

It is worth noting that the electrode and hybrid materials will be co-sintered under 

N2 at high temperatures which could promote solid-state reactions between the carbon 

template, a reducing agent, and some of the electrode materials. For this reason, powder x-

ray diffraction (PXRD) will be conducted to assess the thermochemical stability of these 

electrode materials in a carbon rich environment, under N2, and at high temperatures prior 

to fabricating cells.  
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the Co-sintering Approach. (a) Novel green scaffolds are prepared 

by mixing the hybrid material with scaffold materials. (b) Full novel green electrodes are 

prepared by mixing the hybrid material with both electrode materials.  
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7.2. Conclusion 

  The objective of this dissertation was the development of a materials processing 

method with which high surface area SOFC scaffolds could be prepared at traditional 

sintering temperatures: 1000ºC – 1400ºC. With in situ carbon templating, this objective 

was achieved. Various SOFC materials were prepared using this method. In chapter 2, high 

surface area YSZ was prepared via in situ carbon templating of propylene oxide hybrid 

materials. In chapter 3, YSZ with even higher surface area was prepared by adding glucose 

additives to the propylene oxide hybrid materials. Chapter 4 and 5 demonstrated that in situ 

carbon templating is applicable to a variety of SOFC materials, hybrid materials, and 

sintering atmospheres.  

  The hypothesis that in situ carbon templating can enhance scaffolds surface area, 

resulting in higher electrode performance was assessed in chapters 4 - 6. These chapters 

elucidated various ways in which high surface area SOFC scaffolds can be attained using 

in situ carbon templating. With these approaches, substantial electrode performance 

improvements were achieved at 550ºC – 750ºC. While our lab is still conducting 

experiments to optimize these cell fabrication approaches, based on the results provided in 

this dissertation, it evident that in situ carbon templating has the potential to contribute to 

the success of low temperature solid oxide fuel cells.  
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